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INTRODUCTION

Although the Qur'an is not a book of science, scientific words, sen
tences, and sometimes even paragraphs are found throughout its text and
call out for understanding or explanation. I have always been fascinated by
such instances and hoped that one day I would be able to unravel their mys
tery. My attempt to do so started about fourteen years ago when I began to
study modern sciences and build my medical experience. I soon concluded
that any attempt to gather the scientific facts mentioned in the Qur'an, relate
them to each other, and then work out possible scientific meanings would
require more than just the use of a computer.
The Qur'an is a large text-6,243 verses contained in 114 surahs (chap
ters). This book deals with only 284 verses (4.5 percent). Many verses with
scientific implications are not mentioned here, for modern science has not
yet advanced to the stage where it can explain them. Social sciences deal
ing with such spheres as marriage, divorce, inheritance, contracts, witness
es, testimonials, civil and criminal law, morality, human relations, and tax
ation are also beyond the scope of this book.
The book's title is taken from the verse "His throne was on water," a
verse whose splendor and scientific implication invite further reflection.
The recent discovery by quantum mechanic researchers that outer space is
full of virtual particles and antiparticles that materialize constantly in pairs
may shed some light on this verse. This, together with the creation of the
universe and the refashioning of the skies into concentric oval or ball
shaped layers, is illustrated on the cover. Such mysteries as space-time,
humanity, the expanding universe, and the various stages of creation are
addressed in the following pages.
The reader will find the chapter on Earth's creation very interesting.
The author explains how God created Earth in layers, one of which (the
lithosphere) carries the continents, remains in continuous motion, and
floats on molten rock (the theory of plate tectonics); how God created
"pegs" in the form of mountain ranges to prevent the plates' subduction
zones from allowing the continents to disappear into the earth; how He
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created Earth in stages in order to stabilize it; and how He is going to dis
mantle it in reverse order at the end of the world. Many scientific facts are
discussed, such as why seas do not flow into rivers, how atomic fractions
are labeled and identified, and how supersonic waves are used for con
structive purposes.
In addition, the creation of animals and humanity, the Qur'an's
extremely accurate account of a human embryo's developmental stages,
an individual's "imaging," and other issues dealing with the spirit, vital
organs, expectancy, and fingerprints are discussed. The importance of
animals to God as well as to humanity is also analyzed.
The scientific information presented in this book is directed to the ordi
nary reader. Therefore, I have left it to other authors to write in greater sci
entific detail on the aspects mentioned in this text.
During my research, I have sought advice from scientists all over the
world. I am very grateful to all of them. I am indebted to the late Professor
Doctor Abd El-Rahman El-Kordy, Vice Rector of Al Azhar University,
Cairo, Egypt, who gave graciously of his time to discuss with me many
facts and who also wrote the enclosed introduction. Sadly, he is not here
to see the finished product

Dr Adel M. A. Abbas
Rotherham, England
December 1996

PREFACE

God created Earth. He spread it out and made it of different structures
and colors. Some of it is rocky, some is muddy, and some is sandy. He
made different specifications, capable of different purpose. For example,
certain environments are best suited for certain crops. He caused fresh
water rivers to run through them and caused rainwater to fall on them so
that plants and crops could be grown and thereby provide food for human
beings, animals, and birds. He made it into layers upon layers, each of
which has special characteristics from which we can extract metals and
oil. He surrounded dry land with bodies of salty water, but whenever
fresh-water rivers flow into them, the two types of water do not mix, for
this would spoil their benefits for humanity. Earth rotates very fast, yet
there is no disturbance or imbalance caused to either the land or the
oceans.
He created the sun, which revolves at a rapid speed in its own orbit,
and caused it to send its light and heat to Earth. From Earth's revolution
come the four seasons and the accompanying climactic changes for every
region. Some are hot, others are cold, and all have a function to perform
vis-a-vis humanity, animals, and birds. He made the heat of the sun in
such a way that it increases gradually during the day. He caused the moon
and the stars to appear at night and endowed all of them with a specific
task to perform in relation to Earth. The night and the day vary, for it is
long in some places and short in others. He made the rain descend from
the clouds and made it possible for human beings, animals, and birds to
drink from it and for crops to use it to produce the food on which the plan
et's inhabitants depend. He surrounded Earth with the skies and created
different worlds, worlds that He has mentioned but which the human
mind cannot reach.
In His heavenly books, He revealed to humanity some of what sur
rounds it so that individuals can look and think in these worlds, all of
which reveal the presence of a Creator, the Director of the universe. He
created it, organized it meticulously, and has full knowledge of all its
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atoms and minute details. No human being can comprehend or acquire
this knowledge of its details and particulars. If they could understand
only a little of what He has created, they would return to Him, worship
Him, and realize that He is the Strong Creator, the Supreme One that sur
rounds everything with His knowledge. This is why He invited His sub
jects to look and speculate on the universe and thereby increase their
belief. In this book, we shall uncover some of these scientific matters
that God has mentioned in His holy books.

Professor Abd al Rahman al Kordy
Former Vice Rector, AI Azhar University
Cairo, Egypt
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Translation of the preface by the late Professor Abd al Rahman al
Kordy,former Vice Rector ofAl Azhar University, Cairo, Egypt

CHAPTER

ONE

TIME: THE FOURTH DIlVIENSION
AND RELATIVITY

Time and Its Measurement
The awareness of time is an important facet of human nature. Unlike
other living creatures, each human being is aware that his/her life can be
cut short at any moment and that full growth is followed by decay and
eventual death.
Since the earliest days, people have tried to measure time. Shadow
clocks and sundials were known as early as (roughly) 3500 BeE. They
consisted of a vertical stick or pillar (gnomon) that indicated the time
of day by the length of its shadow. An Egyptian shadow clock of green
schist, dating from about the eighth century BeE and consisting of a
straight base with a raised cross-piece at one end, has survived until
our own time. The base is inscribed with a scale of six time divisions.
When placed in an east-west direction with its cross-piece pointed
toward the east in the morning and the west in the afternoon, a shadow
is cast on the base and indicates the time. This idea was transmitted to
the Greeks and the Romans. The Muslims later improved upon the
models by using the principles of trigonometry. In addition, they pro
duced manuals on how to construct hour lines on cylindrical, conical,
and other surfaces and are credited with being the first to introduce
hours of equal length, especially for astronomical purposes.
The ancient Egyptians invented water clocks and clepsydras to record
time during the night or when the sun was obscured. Existing examples dat
ing from about 1400 bee consist of bucket-shaped vessels from which
water escapes through a small hole at the base. Uniform scales of time were
marked on the inside-one for each month-to allow for the different sea
sonallengths of Egyptian hours, and its slopin sides were designed to reg
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ulate the pressure of outflow from these clocks. Eventually, such clocks
were introduced into the classical world.
After that came sand-glass and then mechanical clocks. The Clock of
Damascus was described in the thirteenth century. Weight-driven clocks
have been known since the fourteenth century (the first such clock, which
chimed off each hour, was erected in 1335 in Milan, Italy). In England, the
Salisbury Tower Clock dates from 1386 while the one in Rauen, France,
dates from 1389. Spring-driven clocks were introduced in the fifteenth
century, and the pendulum clock was developed by Galileo in 1582.
Initially, medical professionals used clocks to count their patients' pulse.
In 1656, the Dutch astronomer and physicist Christiaan Huygens became the
first person to use pendulums in clocks. William Clement, an English clock
maker, introduced the long second pendulum in 1670. The recoil escape
ment was invented in England by Robert Hooke in 1660, and the double
three-legged gravity escapement, the most famous example of which is
London's Big Ben, was invented and introduced by Lord Grimthorpe in
1859. Electric clocks, which are powered by an electric current instead of a
weight or a spring, represented the next advance in the measurement of time.
Synchronous electric motor clocks were popular in 1918. By 1929, quartz
crystals oscillating at frequencies of 100,000 Hz (cycles per second) and
having an accuracy rate of 1010 were being used for clocks.
The chronometer, a time-keeping device of great accuracy, was of par
ticular usefulness for determining longitude at sea. John Harrison, a self
taught English carpenter, won a prize, in 1714, of £20,000 from the British
government for his chronometer, which could determine a ship's longitude
within thirty nautical miles at the end of a six-week voyage. The chronome
ter had to remain horizontal regardless of the ship's inclination.
The first patent for the self-winding pocket watch was taken out in
London in 1780. The first electronic watch was introduced in 1953. Atomic
clocks utilize and register oscillations that occur in individual atoms. The
caesium clock was first investigated in the United States in 1952. The sec
ond caesium clock is installed at the National Physical Laboratory at
Teddington near London. It is so precise that any discrepancy is equivalent
to 1 second every 1,000 years. In addition, it is used to calculate the Green
wich Mean Time (GMT), which served for many years as the basis of stan
dard time throughout the world and has been kept 10 seconds behind
International Atomic Time (IAT). GMT is the local mean solar time of the
longitude 0° of Greenwich, England. Also known as Universal Time (UT),
it is based on the Earth's rotation, which is not quite constant. In 1972, UT
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was replaced by Coordinated Universal Time (CUT), which, in turn, is
based on Uniform Atomic Time. In 1986, the term "Greenwich Mean
Time" was changed to "CUT." However the Greenwich meridian, adopted
1884, remains the longitude from which all longitudes are measured and
from which the world's standard time zones are calculated.
Standard time was agreed upon in 1884 during a meeting in Washing
ton, DC, that was attended by twenty-seven nations. The present system
employs twenty-four standard meridians of longitude (lines running from
the north to the south poles at right angles to the equator) that are fifteen
degrees apart and use Greenwich, England, as their starting point. Time dif
fers by one hour for each fifteen degrees and four minutes for every degree.
Solar time is measured by Earth's rotation in relation to the sun.
Sidereal time is the measurement of Earth's rotation relative to the stars and
is used by astronomers to locate celestial bodies. Ephemeris Time (ET) was
introduced in 1950 as a more reliable basis for measurement, as Earth's
rotation was found to change. It is calculated from the orbital motion of the
planets and is independent of Earth's rotation. In practice, the moon is gen
erally used because of its rapid orbital motion. Very accurate positions of
the moon are obtained visually by observing the occultations of various
stars (an occultation is the passage of the moon across the line of sight to a
star, which causes the star to vanish for a short time). The difference
between ET and Mean Solar Time amounts to a few tenths of seconds per
century. Ephemeris Time has now been replaced by Atomic Time.
This is how much humanity values time. Ever since the earliest known
civilizations, individuals have sought to measure it and to obtain even
more sophisticated measurements as human knowledge and technology
developed.

The Fourth Dimension
People have always recognized past, present, and future time. The idea
of going backward and forward in time was mentioned by some writers and
philosophers during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. No one can be
certain whether such narrators were influenced by the holy books or were
simply letting their imaginations run wild. Certainly one scientist, Isaac
Newton, who built on the concept of "Galilean space and time," maintained
that tinle and space are absolute and that time never varies with the change
of place in space.
Newton's theories remained undisputed until Henri Poincare, a
famous French mathematician, refuted the theory of absolute time and
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space by developing his theory of relativity in 1904. One year later,
Albert Einstein published his paper on special relativity. Both scientists
postulated that time, far from being absolute, actually varies for different
objects in the universe. This theory was proved by Einstein and others
over the following years. His statement that "God is not playing at dice"
shows his sincere belief that the world was not created by chance.
However, credit must be given to the Dutch physicist Hendrick
Antoon Lorentz (1853-1928), a pioneer in formulating relations between
electrical magnetism and light. He was also the first to postulate the con
cept of electrons and to describe what is now known as the Lorentz con
traction, namely, the contraction in dimensions (or time scale) of a body
moving through the ether with a velocity approaching that of light, rel a
tive to the frame of reference (Lorentz frame) from which measurements
are made. His concept of space and time was a forerunner of Einstein's
special theory of relativity. He shared the Nobel prize in physics for the
explanation of the Zeeman effect change in the spectrum lines of a mag
netic field.
Einstein was influenced in many ways by Poincare, who was considered
by Sir Edmund Whittaker as the real founder of the theory of special rela
tivity. Einstein, the student, attended Poincare's conferences and later used
his formulae of integral invariants and astronomical perturbation for his own
advanced calculations. Poincare was a distinguished mathematician and
made many bold and inspired statements, such as "suppose that one night all
the dimensions of the universe became a thousand times larger."
The concept of relativity was asserted by God almost 1400 years ago.
The Qur'an came with a full explanation of the variable nature of time and
place. It proved that neither of these dimensions is, in fact, absolute. Time
is shown to be variable in several verses of the Qur'an, i.e., "everything will
return to him, on a day whose length will be as a thousand years of your
counting" This shows the relativity of time between humanity and God.
He rules everything from the
heavens to the earth. In the end,
everything will return to him,
on a day whose length will be
as a thousand years of your
counting. (32:5)
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This simple and plain statement makes it clear that time is variable
between our Earth and our observers in the universe. In another verse, just
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as impressive, it is stated that "one day with God is as a thousand years of
your counting."
They ask you to bring the pun
ishment quickly. God will
keep His promise. Truly, one
day with God is as a thousand
years of your counting. (22:47)
This statement was made to people who were asking Prophet
Muhammad when the Day of Judgment would come. God stated that such
an event appears near to Him although people think it will never come. This
demonstrates the relative value of time to God and humanity. However, it
must be emphasized that the word "with" God indicates that the thousand
years is in no way the time "of' God, but in fact only a time "with" Him. It
could simply mean that this is the time of our observations in the universe.
There is also evidence that time is changeable. Not only can one day
with God be equal to a thousand years of our counting, but on another occa
sion it can be equal to fifty thousand years. Variations of time between God
and humanity is an early spiritual demonstration of the fourth dimension:
that of time.
The angels and the spirit ascend
to Him during a day which is as
fifty thousand years. (70:4)
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It is now accepted that time is variable in the different spaces of the uni
verse and that each place has a different frame of reference (i.e., dimen
sions). It is also known that the position of places in the universe decides
their relative timing. There is strong evidence of these facts from the
Qur'an, It is known that, on the Day of Doom, our planet and the skies will
be subjected to radical changes and will be exchanged for different ones.

When the sky is rent asunder
and harkens to God's (com
mand),as it must do. And when
the earth is flattened and expels
what is within it and becomes
empty and harkens to God's
(command), as it must do, (then
will the full Reality appear).
(84:1-5)
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Some are probably unaware that a "new Earth" will be prepared for the
Day of Judgment.
One day the earth will be
changed into a different earth,
as the heavens will also be, and
(humanity) will come forth be
fore God, the One, the Su
preme. (14:48)
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Our existing Earth is about 93 million miles distant from the sun and
needs exactly one year to complete its elliptical orbit. Earth is kept near the
sun by the pull of gravity and is kept from being drawn into the sun by its
own high speed (roughly 66,600 miles per hour). The position of the "new
Earth" is unknown, yet we are informed of its timing. The Day of Judg
ment on this new Earth will be equal to 50,000 years of our counting.
The angels and the spirit ascend
to Him during a day which is as
fifty thousand years. (70:4)

These figures must have been perplexing. It is now known that all
objects in the sky are very distant from us. In fact, such distances are mea
sured in multiples of the speed of light (186,300 miles per second). As the
sun is 300,000 times closer to Earth than the nearest star to Barth, dis
tances to the stars are usually referred to in minutes, months, or years of
light. God has explained in the succeeding verses that the Day of Judg
ment is seen by people as far off although He sees it as near.
They see the (day) as far off,
while We see it as (quite) near.
(70:6-7)

This simply explains in words, rather than figures, that neither time nor
space is absolute and that both dimensions are variable. If the variation of
time and place had been appreciated from early times, the concept of rela
tivity would have been developed many years ago. Such early progress
would have probably brought forward our civilization. Without going into
detailed mathematics, one can appreciate that an observer in the universe,
at a fraction of a time equal to a thousand years of ours, could easily see bil
lions of people born, live, and die during this period. Therefore, it is not sur
prising that God can see the past, present, and future.

CHAPTER

Two

THE CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE

The Universe of the Scientists
Until the end of the nineteenth century, the universe was thought to
have existed as seen today, namely, eternal and unchanging. One can
imagine that God created an eternal and unchanging universe at any time
in the past. However, the theory of general relativity and the fact that
galaxies are receding from Earth, as evidenced by the "red shift" of their
spectrum, caused scientists to consider the possibility that the universe,
far from being static, was actually expanding and moving away.
This has now been accepted as fact. Such an expansion gave rise to the
suggestion that there must have been a beginning or, as formulated in
accepted scientific literature, a "big bang." An expanding universe sug
gests that there must be physical reasons why there has to be a beginning,
but the theory of general relativity cannot explain how the universe began.
From a fixed external space and time, which has always been empty, the
universe, for an unknown reason, was nucleated as a specific point and
caused a "big bang" that it blew apart (fig. 1). When space and time
appeared, the actual point was a singular point at which all the laws of
mathematics and physics broke down and could not be applied.
In 1965, Roger Penrose studied the way light cones behave in general
relativity and, given that gravity is always attractive, showed that a star
collapsing under its own gravity would be trapped in a region whose sur
face would eventually shrink to zero. Just as the region's surface shrinks
to zero, so must its volume. All of the matter in the star would be com
pressed into a region of zero volume, which would cause the density of
matter and the curvature of space-time to become infinite. In other words,
one has a singularity contained within a region of space-time, a phenom
enon that has been termed a "black hole."
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Professor Stephen Hawking of the University of Cambridge, who
was a research student at this time, believed that if one reversed the
direction of time in Penrose's theorem and thereby transformed a col
lapse into an expansion, the conditions of his theorem would still hold.
He postulated that what happens to stars could help explain the begin
ning and end of the universe. He thought that if one were to reverse the
sequence of time, one could imagine the universe as a gigantic star in the
process of collapse.
Penrose explained that a dying star, whose mass would be much
greater than the sun's, would eventually exhaust its nuclear fuel. Its core
would cool, contract, and then begin to collapse under the enormous
weight of the outer layer. This would be effected by its own gravity.
Eventually, it would shrink to singularity, which is defined as a point of
infinite density and zero size. At this stage, it is referred to as a black hole
or an unseen star (fig. 2). The black hole stage was predicted by the the
ory of general relativity.
Nothing can escape from a black hole. Its radius is called the "event
horizon" or the "Schwarzschild Radius," after the German astronomer
Karl Schwarzschild, who predicted the existence of invisible stars in
1907. For a body to escape the gravitational dominance of a black hole,
it must have a speed greater than the speed of light, which is impossible.
A black hole can have any size depending upon its age, mass, and angu
lar momentum.
Figure 1: Diagram of the
beginning of time and space
according to the Big Bang
theory. It possesses a point of
singularity where laws of
mathematics and physics can
not be applied.

9
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Figure 2: A black hole. It is nut com
pletely black, however. as it emits
gamma rays and x-rays.

If an astronaut were to enter a black hole, he would be entering a point

of no return. As he approached the center, the curvature of the space-time
"whirlpool" would continue to increase and eventually become infinite at
the singularity's central point. Under such conditions, no outside observ
er would be able to make contact with the astronaut in question. This lat
ter individual, in turn, would be compressed to near-infinite density, los
ing in the process virtually every property of identity except mass, elec
tric charge, and angular momentum.
In the long history of the universe, many stars must have exhausted their
nuclear fuel and collapsed in upon themselves. The number of black holes
may be greater than that of visible stars-about 100 billion in our galaxy
alone. There is evidence of a large black hole in our galaxy's center.
The theory of general relativity predicts a certain path for each parti
cle. According to quantum mechanics, there is an element of chance or
uncertainty. A particle does not have a single path through space and
time, for there is an uncertainty principle according to which a particle's
exact position and velocity can never be known. Hawking studied the
effect of quantum mechanics on particles near a black hole and found that
particles could escape as residual radiation. This discovery indicated that
black holes were not as black as was thought originally. In a black hole,
negative energy particles are created and radiation can escape.
According to quantum mechanics, space is filled with virtual particles
and anti-particles that are constantly materializing in pairs, separating,
coming together again, and eventually annihilating each other. In the pres
ence of a black hole, one member of this pair may fall into the black hole
and leave the other member without a partner to be annihilated. The for
saken particle would appear as radiation emitted by the black hole. Black
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holes evaporate at varying rates until they disappear in a giant explosion.
According to Hawking, an astronaut in a black hole would come back to
the universe in the form of radiation. In other words, he would be recycled.
Hawking believes that when the universe stops expanding, it will begin
to contract, as this is the usual process for a star. However, time will not
reverse direction. The universe will have two possible directions: continued
and eternal expansion or collapse and extinction in a "big crunch." He
believes it will come to an end.
How the universe was made, what is happening in it, and how it will
end has been the subject of many studies. None of the resulting theories
are simple enough for ordinary people to understand. No matter how
modest the scientists, they have been unable to make the subject simple
enough for everyone to appreciate. Even when one feels that he/she has
reached the high point of human reasoning, he/she is still very far from
the truth. What is known today? A universe, created at a point of singu
larity that does not comply with mathematical or physical laws, started
with a "big bang" and, possibly, may finish with a "big crunch." Some
scientists replace the point of singularity with a rounded or curved end
(fig. 3) through the use of mathematics based on the imaginary direction
of time. This bowl-shaped structure, which would obey mathematical and
physical laws, would not present the facts, for it is a self-consistent struc
ture that cannot be created or destroyed and is based on an imaginary
direction of time.
Figure 3: A universe that has
no point of singularity. The laws
of mathematics and physics
could be applied. It is self-con
tained and does not necessarily
need a creator.
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The Universe as Suggested by the Qur'an
Although the Qur'an is not a book of science (16:64), it contains many
references to scientific facts. These were given in a manner designed to suit
the minds and education of the people at that particular point in time.
And We sent down the Book so
you could make clear to them
those things in which they dif
fer and that it shouldbe a guide
and a mercy to those who
believe. (16:64)

It is unwise to dismiss such facts or treat them lightly. In the last chap
ter, variation between God and man was discussed and it was thought to be
an early spiritual demonstration of time (the fourth dimension). Humanity
had to wait for Poincare and Einstein to unveil the secrets of time. The cre
ation of the universe has been revealed in the Qur'an. When all of the facts
are put together, a clear picture of how it began and where it is going is
revealed. A brief summary of the facts, along with their possible scientific
interpretations, are presented in this chapter.
God is the first, the last, the evident, and the innermost. Nobody can
quantify such an assertion mathematically, cosmologically, or even by
means of quantum mechanics.
He is the First and the Last, the
Evidentand the Hidden. He has
full knowledge of everything.
(57:3)

He created the heavens and Earth in six days, and His throne was upon
the waters.
He created the heavens and the
earth in six days, and His
throne was upon the waters,
that He might try you to see
which of you is best in conduct.
If you were to say to them,
"We shall be raised up after
death," the unbelievers would
reply, "This is only obvious
sorcery." (11:7)
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He directed His attention to the heaven when it was smoke and fash
ioned it into seven heavens in two days. He caused each heaven to conform
to His orders for it, adorned the lower heaven with lamps, and preserved it
from intruders.
It is now known that space is not as empty as once believed. Astro
nomical observations have detected, both in interstellar space and in
nebulae, rarefied matter consisting of about 99 percent gas (mostly
hydrogen and helium) and I percent dust, i.e., smoke. These dust-size
particles have compositions similar to those of such terrestrial materials
as silicon compounds, iron oxide, ice crystals, and a host of other small
molecules, including organic ones. The original cloud would have con
sisted mainly of the most common element in the universe: hydrogen.
Hydrogen atoms are fast-moving, and only the gravitational pull of a
large mass can prevent them from escaping into space. The gasses and
dust (smoke) found in the universe might be the remaining residue from
the creation of heaven.
Moreover, He directed His at
tention to the sky, which had
been made of smoke. He said to
it and to the earth, "Come to
gether, either willingly or not."
They replied, "We come to
gether willingly." He then fash
ioned them into seven firma
ments in two days and as
signed to each heaven its duty
and command. We adorned the
lower heaven with lights and
with a guard. So decrees God,
the One Exalted in Might, Full
of Knowledge. (41: 11-12)
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He created the seven heavens one upon another with no obvious fis
sures or cracks. The more one looks at them, the more one becomes daz
zled and amazed at their making.
He Who created the seven
heavens one above the other.
You will see no defect of pro
portion in the creation of God,
the Most Gracious. Look again,
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do you see any flaw? Look a
second time. What you see will
appear to you as dull and dis
comfited, worn out. (67:3-4)
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The heavens and the earth were a "sewn up" mass that God
"unstitched." As mentioned above, the heavens were made from smoke.
Contemporary scientists support the view that the solar system was
formed from a vast cloud of whirling gas and dust that was drifting
through space about 5 billion years ago. About 4.6 billion years ago, par
ticles were condensed or drawn together to form a large, dense central
mass: the sun. The remaining material, now rotating around the sun, con
densed to form planets and other heavenly bodies and were bound to the
sun by the force of gravity. This supports what is stated in the Qur'an.
Do the unbelievers not see that
the heavens and the earth were
joined together (as one unit of
creation) beforewe causedthem
to separate? We made everyliv
ing thing from water. Will they
still not believe? (21:30)
He raised the heavens without pillars that man can see.
God raised the heavenswithout
any pillars that you can see.
Then He established Himself
on theThrone(of authority). He
subjected the sun and the moon
(to His law), and each one runs
(its course) for an appointed
term. He regulates everything
and explains signs in detail so
that you may believe with cer
tainty in your meeting with
Him. (13:2)
God has stated that the heavens and the earth possess aqtar, an Arabic
word signifying "region" or "diameters." If it is taken to mean diameters,
the heavens and the earth would be either oval or round in shape, for these
are the only geometrical figures that have diameters. God's throne, His
symbol of power and authority, extends over the heavens and the earth.
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o linn and Men. If you can pass
beyond the diameters of the
heavens and the earth, then
pass. But, you shall not be able
to pass without authority.
(55:33)
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God! There is no God but He,
the Living, the Self-subsisting,
the Eternal. Neither slumber
nor sleep can seize Him. All
things on heaven and earth
belong to Him. Who can inter
cede with Him except those
whom He allows to do so? He
knows what (appears to His
creations as) before, after, or
behind them. They shall only
gain knowledge of what He
wills for them. His Throne
extends over the heavens and
the earth, and He feels no
fatigue while guarding and pre
serving them, for He is the
Most High, the Supreme (in
glory). (2:255)

Contemporary scientists believe that the universe is probably bound
less. Our sun and its planets revolve, along with 100 billion other stars, in
the Milky Way galaxy, which is only one galaxy among countless others.
The preceding verses suggest that we live in a universe that is probably
round or oval in shape and surrounded by several concentrically arranged
heavens. The lowest heaven, which surrounds the inner ball or oval, con
tains our stars and galaxies. God's throne, which extends over the heavens
and Earth, was "on the water" (11:7). The scientific implication of this
verse tempted the author to choose its meaning as the title of the book.
However, it is very difficult to imagine that the universe is surrounded by
water in its liquid state.
Modern science has uncovered two new facts that may shed some light
on why God's throne is said to be "on the water." First, space is not empty
as one thought, for astronomical observations have detected, both in inter
stellar space and in nebulae, rarefied matter consisting of about 99 percent
gas (mostly hydrogen and helium) and 1 percent dust-size particles having
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compositions similar to silicon compounds, iron oxide, ice crystals, and a
host of other small molecules, including organic ones. Second, scientists
now know that, based on quantum mechanics, space is filled with virtual
particles and anti-particles that materialize continuously in pairs, separate,
and come together repeatedly until they eventually annihilate each other. In
other words, they form a "sea" of particles and anti-particles that fill the
space of the universe. These could be either electrons and anti-electrons
(positrons) or protons and anti-protons.
Contemporary physicists describe atoms as containing only three par
ticles: protons and neutrons, which are located inside the nucleus, and elec
trons, which are located outside the nucleus. Scientists have been able to
build "artificial atoms" with proton and neutron numbers different from
those that occur naturally. Such unstable atoms are said to be radioactive.
However, these same scientists cannot change one atom into another. For
example, the difference between gold (atomic number 79) and iron (atom
ic number 26) is 53, yet scientists cannot change iron into gold. Such a task
is quite easy for God, who is also able to build all atoms of each and every
element from the basic particles known to physics, namely, protons, neu
trons, and electrons.
Hydrogen, the most common element in space, has been discovered in
interstellar space and nebulae. Its atomic number is 1, and its electronic
structure is l sl , Out of this basic element, and with an abundance of parti
cles and anti-particles in the universe, God can create easily all elements by
means of nucleosynthesis in the stars. The electronic structure of oxygen is
1s2, 2s2, 2p4, and its atomic number is 8 (fig. 4). So He can easily struc
ture H 20 (water) from hydrogen. This may explain the verse: "His throne
was on the water."
Figure 4: The
atomic structure
of hydrogen and
oxygen.
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Stars, like the sun, act as huge furnaces in which continuous nuclear
reactions occur. Proton-proton reactions are produced when they collide
into each other (the proton is the nucleus of a hydrogen atom). Colliding
protons build up a nucleus of "heavy hydrogen" and throw off a positron
and a neutrino. The "heavy hydrogen" nucleus then combines with anoth
er proton to produce "light helium" and a gamma ray, which is the burst of
energy that eventually makes its way to the sun's surface. Finally, two
"light helium" nuclei fuse and produce an ordinary helium nucleus. This
process frees two protons. Nuclear reactions in the sun occur around the
core, where the helium remains after its conversion from hydrogen. The
resulting energy then rises to the surface and is radiated into space. It is
quite possible that, given the size of the "furnaces," all atoms of different
elements are baked and produced from the basic and most prevalent atom:
hydrogen. Figure 5 attempts to capture all suggestions made about the uni
verse in one illustration. Only God knows what the real structure of the uni
verse looks like.
A ball-shaped universe does not contradict the Big Bang theory, for it
has the necessary feature of a point of singularity at the center. Virtual par
ticles and anti-particles have existed in the universe. The presence of such
particles in space may be the storehouses where God keeps various ele
ments of matter.
And there is nothing but its
(sources) and (inexhaustible)
treasures are with Us, but We
only send down (what is nec
essary) in due and ascertain
able measure. (15:21)
The Qur'an presents strong evidence that the universe is expanding, for
God has stated that He created the heavens and is widening them. We know
that the universe is expanding at a rate of 5-10 percent every 1 billion years.
We constructed the heavens
(universe) with power and
skill, for it is We Who steadily
expand it. (51:47)
Such a laborious work accomplished by God in His magnificent cre
ation did not leave Him tired or fatigued (50:38). Indeed, one would expect
God to be even busier while running the universe's affairs (10:3; 55:29).
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Figure 5: The universe
as suggested by the
Qur'an.Tt has theform
of an expanding oval or
ball and is made of con
centric skies. the nearest
of which contains the
universe seen from Earth
(i.e., the stars and the
earth). The world is sur
rounded by virtual parti
cles and anti-particles as
degradation and stores
of all atoms, including
water molecules.

We created the heavens and the
earth and all that is between
them in six days. No sense of
weariness touched Us. (50:38)
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Truly your Lord is God, Who
created the heavens and the
earth in six days. Then He
established himself on the
Throne (of authority), regulat
ing and governing everything.
No intercessor (can plead with
Him) unless He allows it. This
is God your Lord. Therefore,
serve (Him). Will you not then
keep him in mind? (10:3)
Each creature in the heavens
and on the earth asks of Him.
Every day He manifests Him
self in yet another (wonderous)
way. (55:29)
This certainly implies that God has no need for rest, as do human
beings, and that He is living, everlasting, and has no need for either slum
ber or sleep (2:255). Although He said that He established Himself upon
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the throne after creation, this does not mean that He required rest. If any
thing, it illustrates His might and ownership of the universe.
God createdthe heavens and the
earth in six days. He is firmly
established on the Throne (of
authority). He knows what
entersthe earth and what comes
forth from it, what comes down
from heaven and what ascends
to it. He is with you wherever
you are and sees all that you do.
(57:4)
The creation of the heavens and the earth was completed by the sixth
day. Earlier, it was shown that time varies depending upon the object's
location in the universe: one day can be either one thousand or fifty thou
sand years. The length of the days on our solar system's planets also differ;
it can be as short as eleven hours (Uranus) or as long as 243 days (Venus).
Thus, it is impossible to determine how long a day with God would be,
although science has estimated the approximate duration of various stages
of creation in human terms. God is the light of the heavens and the earth.
God is the light of the heavens
and the earth. The parable of
His light is thus: there is a
niche, and within it a lamp, the
lamp enclosed in glass, the
glass a brilliant star lit from a
blessed tree-an olive tree
neitherof the East nor the West,
whose oil is luminous, though
fire hardly touched it. Light
upon light, God guides whom
He will to His light. He sets
forth parables for men, and He
knows all things. (24:35)
His light is everlasting, and wherever there is light there is day. As
God's light is everlasting, His day must be everlasting. In other words, one
will never know how long it took God to create the universe.
If God opened a gate in heaven and invited man inside to wander
around, he would be dazzled and believe himself bewitched.
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Even if We opened to them a
gate of ~eaven and ~ey ascen~~
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Even if We opened to them a
gate of heaven and they ascend
ed therein all day, they would
say, "Our eyes have been intox
icated. We have been bewitched
by sorcery." (15:14-15)

He prevents the heavens from falling on our planet (22:65), has pro
vided them with a well-guarded canopy (21:32), and has filled them with
numerous paths representing the orbits of planets around each star (51:7).
Do you not see that God has
made everything on earth sub
ject to you, and the ships that
sail on the seas by His com
mand? He does not allow the
sky (rain) to fallon the earth
except by His will, for He is
Most Kind and Most Merciful
to man. (22:65)
We have made the heavens as
a well-guarded canopy, but
still they turn away from the
signs that these things (point
to)! (21:32)
By the sky with (its) numerous
paths. (51:7)
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All inhabitants of Earth, whether organic or inorganic, require the low
est heaven (i.e., stars, clouds, and rain) for their very existence. It is the only
part of heaven that is visible to all forms of life on Earth's surface. For this
reason, God created the lowest heaven in such a way that it would protect
Earth's organic and inorganic inhabitants from destruction or decay. He
created the stars as adornments in the lower heaven (37:6) and arranged
them in constellations (25:61). Thus, it is not surprising that God should use
the position of stars as a mighty oath (56:75-76).
We have indeed adorned the
skies nearest to the earth with
the beauty of stars-(37:6)
Blessed is He Who made con
stellations in the skies, and

-----------------------------
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placed therein a lamp and a
light-giving moon. (25:61)
Furthermore, I call the setting
of the stars to witness, and that
is indeed a mighty adjuration, if
you but knew-(56:75-76)

In 150 AC, the Greek astronomer Ptolemy listed 48 constellations. A 
total of 88 constellations are now known to cover the northern and south
ern skies. As stated earlier, countless stars are strung out in space, but only
about two thousand are visible to the naked eye at anyone time from Earth.
Stars were also created to "protect (the heavens) against rebel satans"
(37:7). They tried to touch heaven to listen to the high council (37:8) but
found that the lowest heaven was full of "tracking piercing flames" that
attacked them from every side (37:6-10; 72:8-9).
We have adorned the skies
nearest to the earth with stars
(for beauty) and to guard
against all obstinate rebellious
evil spirits, (so) that they
should not be able to listen to
the Exalted Assembly but be
cast away from every side,
repulsed, for they are under a
perpetual penalty, except those
who snatch something by
stealth. They are pursued by a
flaming fire of piercing bright
ness. (37:6-10)
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And we reached out towards
heaven, but we found it filled
with stem guards and flaming
fires. Indeed, we used to sit
there in (hidden) stations to
hear (what was being said), but
anyone who listens now will
find a flaming fire waiting for
him in ambush. (72:8-9)

It is very interesting that the word rasad is used to describe the type of
piercing flame awaiting the intruders. In Arabic, this word signifies a three
dimensional point in space at a specific point of time and often is used to
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indicate the position of celestial bodies. Given this, rasad describes how the
piercing flame reaches an intruder by anticipating its three-dimensional tra
jectory in a specified fraction of time. This is not unlike modern rockets.
God created a lamp (the sun) and the light-giving moon (25:61). He left
no doubt about the nature of both objects.
Blessed is He Who made con
stellations in the skies and
placed therein a (radiant) lamp
and a light-giving moon.
(25:61)
Do you not see how God has
created the seven heavens, one
above another, made the moon
a light in their midst, and made
the sun as a (radiant) lamp?
(71:15-16)
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The sun provides the light and the heat upon which all life on Earth
depends. Its light takes 8 minutes and 20 seconds to cross the 93-million
mile gap to us. The sun's size is ideal. If it were as big as the red giant Betel
geux in the constellation of Orion the Hunter, it would engulf Earth. If oue
plante orbited the Blue Giant Rigel, all life on it would have roasted. This
demonstrates how the sun's mass (333,000 times that of Earth, or 20x10 30
kg) and temperature has made life possible on Earth. Otherwise, life might
have developed on Mars or another planet, according to God's will.
Contemporary scientists say that our sun was formed 4.7 billion years
ago. Its surface temperature is roughly 6,OOO°C, and its center's tempera
ture is estimated to be 15,000,000°c. Under these conditions, atoms are
crushed together in nuclear fusion reactions, as if they were in a hydrogen
bomb, and generate a glowing brightness that is visible to the human eye.
During this process, many hydrogen atoms are transformed into helium
atoms. Those that are not are changed into the energy that appears on the
sun's surface as light and heat. According to scientists, 4 million tons of
hydrogen are turned into energy every second. Based on this formula, it
will take at least another 5 billion years for the sun to exhaust its fuel.
Recent scientific progress has made it possible for man to appreciate
the fact that the sun will eventually consume its nuclear fuel and die. God
has ordained that the sun and the moon run a determined course that will
last for as long as He desires (31:29). The sun cannot catch the moon, and
each is swimming in a special orbit (36:40).
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Do you not see that God merges
night into day and day into
night, that He has subjectedthe
sun and the moon (to His law),
each running its course for a
term appointed, and that He is
well acquainted with all that
you do? (31:29)
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The sun is not allowed to catch
up with the moon, nor the
night to outstrip the day. Each
swims along in (its own) orbit
(according to His law). (36:40)
The Arabic word sabaha (lit. to swim) is used to describe the move
ment of the sun and the moon in space. This implies that they actually swim
in orbit in some form of medium. There has been a long-standing debate
among scientists as to what constitutes the universe's empty space. In the
past, it was believed that the universe was filled with virtual particles and
anti-particles. Nobody knows whether or not they represent the medium in
which the sun and the moon swim according to the the special orbit deter
mined for them by God. The sun, the moon, and the stars are subservient to
His command (7:54). In addition, the movement of the first two is not hap
hazard, as can be proven by mathematical calculations (55:5), and the sun
obviously moves to a particular place (36:38). He decreed that the moon
would exist in stations or houses until it returns, like an aged palm-bough,
to the beginning of its orbit (36:39).
Your Guardian-Lord is God,
the Creator of the heavens and
the earth in six days, Who then
established Himself on the
Throne (of authority). He
draws the night as a veil over
the day, each seeking the other
in rapid succession. He created
the sun, the moon, and the
stars, (all of which) are gov
erned by His law. Is it not His
(right) to create and to govern?
Blessed be He, the Cherisher
and Sustainer of the Worlds!
(7:54)
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The sun and the moon follow
courses that have been deter
mined (exactly). (55:5)
The sun runs its course for the
time that has been determined
for it. That is the decree of
(God), the Exalted in Might, the
All-Knowing. In addition, We
have measured mansions for
the moon (to traverse) until it
returns like the old (and with
ered) lower part of a date stalk.
(36:38-39)
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The moon's diameter is approximately one quarter that of Earth. It
has no atmosphere or water and simply rotates around Earth. Man first
landed on it during July 1969 and found no evidence of either past or
present life. It will be shown in chapter seven that the moon is the basis
for celestial navigation and calendars.
Without the creation of the lowest heaven, which contains the sun, the
moon, the stars, and the clouds, no life could exist on Earth. The heavens
contain several tracts and paths (23:17; 51:7), and the lowest heaven is pro
tected from the jinn (invisible creatures) by rocket-like stars. In many sci
ence fiction films, people try to reach the higher heavens via space ships.
They presume that the gates to these higher heavens are through black
holes. However, they later realize that these are traps from which no man
or object can return. It is easy to speculate on the lower heaven, but diffi
cult to speculate on those that are remote.
We have made seven tracts
above you and are never un
mindful of (Our) creation.
(23:17)
By the sky, with its numerous
paths. (51:7)
And He is in the highest part of
the horizon. (53:7)
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CHAPTER THREE

THE CREATION OF EARTH

Modem Scientific Knowledge
Industrialization and modernization have caused severe damage to our
environment as well as great anxiety and concern among people. Heads of
state meet regularly to discuss environmental problems, especially global
warming. Everybody is trying to make Earth a better place in which to
live, and hopefully man will leave it to his children in a better condition.
If Earth is compared to other planets in the solar system, it can be
described quite simply as being custom-made for human beings and for
over a million other life forms. Its average temperature is 22°C, whereas
those of Mercury and Pluto are 520°C and -230°C, respectively. Our planet
is surrounded by the right mixture of gasses, among them the one on which
all of its forms of life depend: oxygen. Earth's gravity is just enough to keep
its surrounding gasses from escaping into space.

Origin of the Planet Earth
At one time, scientists thought Earth was created by the collision of
giant tongues of material tom from the pre-existing sun by the gravita
tional attraction of a passing star. This material then flew toward the sun
and circled it as cold bodies. This hypothesis, however, is quite weak, for
material tom from the sun would be very hot (about 1,OOO,OOO°C) and
would be in the form of gas that would disperse into space. A second the
ory suggests that the sun, at some stage, was growing rapidly in size and
rotating at a high speed. It eventually ejected a stream of gas and dust that
then formed a spinning disc around it. At a later date, the planets were
formed from this material. Most scientists now accept a third theory,
which is based on the discovery that space is not as empty as once thought
and that it contains rarefied matter consisting of about 99 percent gas and
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1 percent dust in interstellar space and nebulae. Scientists considered the
possibility that the solar system was formed from a vast cloud of whirling
gas and dust that was drifting through space about 5 billion years ago.
About 4.6 billion years ago, particles condensed or were drawn together to
form a large dense central mass: The sun. The remaining material, still
rotating around the sun, condensed to form the planets and other heaven
ly bodies bound to the sun by the force of gravity.

Geological Background
In 1785, James Hutton of Edinburgh became the first individual to
describe the cycle of erosion and uplift. He presented Earth as a giant
machine that is in constant motion. According to him, the continents are
undergoing constant and gradual erosion. The debris that results from this
process is washed down to the sea, accumulates as sediment, is compacted
through the effect of the planet's heat, and is then uplifted and contorted.
Earth's heat, which is sufficient to melt rocks at great depths, then causes
this melted material to move into the upper crust and be subjected to ero
sion. Hutton was denounced as an atheist for his theory.
Geology became an important subject during the nineteenth century.
Geologists, using fossils and the law of "super-position" (e.g., the upper
strata is usually younger than the lower) to arrange rocks according to their
age, produced great numbers of geological maps. The subject became the
key to the industrial revolution, for it allowed experts to recognize the pres
ence of raw materials and to identify the best places for canals, roads, rail
ways, and other items necessary for a suitable infrastructure.
The second revolution did not start until after the 1960s, when the new
science of plate tectonics came into its own. This science held that the con
tinents, which until then had been considered stationary, were actually
drifting. Ocean floors, believed to be old and inactive, were found to be
young and in motion. Earth's outer shell, thought to be in one part or per
haps two (e.g., oceanic and continental), was found to be divided into 15
plates that reacted with their neighbors along their edges.

Continental Drift
The continental drift theory and the birth of the "super-continent" of
Alfred Wegener, son of a evangelical preacher in Berlin, was published
during 1912-24. He named this supercontinent Pangea (fig. 6) and
claimed that, at an unknown date in the past, it had fragmented into sev
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Figure 6: A diagram of the super-continent Pangea (according to 1. Tuzo Wilson,
Continental Drift (Scientific America:1963).

eral continents. Each of these new continents then drifted slowly to its pre
sent position. His theory did not find much support, even after Alexander
du Toil's book Our Wandering Continents (1937) provided new data sup
porting his hypothesis. The earth sciences, which began in the late 1950s,
also provided supporting evidence. For example, the study of fossils pro
vided paleontological evidence for the theory of continental drift: glos
sopteris fern seed was found on all five continents, special reptiles found
in Africa were found in South America, and such geological correlations
as rock formations and structural features were shown to be similar across
continental edges. The supercontinent Pangea was surrounded by the uni
versal ocean Panthalassa.
The first split caused Laurasia to move to the north and eventually
gave rise to North America, Europe, and most of Asia. To the south,
Gondwana gave rise to South America, Africa, Australia, Antarctica, and
India. During the last 200 million years, they began to separate and form
the continents that we see today. About 135 million years ago, India began
an unusually rapid northward journey toward Asia, with which it was to
collide and unite about 30 million years ago. The rate of continental drift
is usually considered to be in the range of 0-7 centimeters per year.

Plate Tectonics
Irrefutable evidence of continental drift came from advances in the
field of paleomagnetism during the late 1950s and early 1960s. It is now
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more than just matching the continental edges on a map, for earth scien
tists can measure the level of magnetization locked in rocks. When a rock
is formed, its magnetic particles are aligned along Earth's magnetic field.
Once the orientation of a rock's magnetic particles is measured via
trigonometry, the latitude at which the rock was formed and the past ori
entation of the continent upon which it lay can be determined. In addition,
these readings can give the position of the north magnetic pole at that par
ticular time.
This is how global paleomagnetic data maps were plotted for ancient
positions of the north pole. When this study was performed, experts
found that earlier north poles lay along a smooth curve, termed a "polar
wander curve," that led away from the present pole. There were only two
explanations: either the magnetic pole had moved gradually to its present
position or the continents had moved. When this procedure was applied
to other continents, the polar wander curves did not coincide. As there
can only be one north magnetic pole at a time, the diversion curves must
indicate that the continents had moved with respect to one another in the
past.
Different continents have different polar wander curves, a phenom
enon that indicates movement in different directions relative to the pole
and to one another. Australia can be shown to have moved from the
region of the south pole to its present position during the last 200 mil
lion years. The supercontinent Pangea seems to have existed until about
200 million years ago. When it fragmented into smaller landmasses, it
did so along a series of cracks or faults at various weak points. The land
bounded by the faults subsided and formed a rift valley. The great rift
valley of East Africa, which stretches from East Africa through the Red
Sea and ends in the vicinity of the Jordan Valley, shows that continen
tal drift still continues at the rate of a few centimeters a year. It is pos
tulated that, in 50 million years, this valley might widen into a structure
like the Red Sea, East Africa will break away, and Africa will become
a separate continent.
Another magnetic message was found while studying oceanic ridges
(fig. 7). Although rocks become magnetized parallel to the local direction
of Earth's magnetic field at the time of their formation, only 50 percent of
them are magnetized in the same direction as the magnetic field. The
other 50 percent are magnetized in precisely the opposite direction. As a
result, they are classified as "normal" and "reverse" magnetized rocks,
respectively. It was later concluded that "reverse" magnetized rocks were
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Fi gure 7: Ocean ic ridges show
ing where the earth pla tes
(lithosp here) meet.

formed while Earth's magnetic field itse lf mu st have been reversed . In
suc h a situation. a compass needl e would point to the south rath er than to
the north .
The magnetic field is swit chin g continually fro m one polarity to the
other. Molten mantles rise at the oceanic ridge and form an oceanic lithos
phere. This mass then cools, solidifies , and becom es magnetized in the
plante 's field direction. Later, it spreads on either side of the ridg e in ord er
to make way for a new mantl e. The next wave will be magnetized in the
direction of the curre nt ma gneti c field, which could be in the rev erse direc
tion. Alternation s in the magnetic field are record ed on the ocean floor,
which acts as a record of Earth's millions of year s of history .
Magnetized rock on the ocean floor will reveal its own magnetic effec t
on Earth's surface . Sensitive instruments towed behind a survey ship can
detect both norm al and rever sed magnetic field s and plot the position of
magnetized rocks. The interpretation of these magnetic observati ons was
reported in 1963 by two British geophysicists, Fred Vine and Drummond
Matthews, who presented the ocean ic ridge's zebra-stripe pattern as evi
dence of a spreadin g sea floor and a reversal of Earth's magnetic field.
It is not onl y the continents that move-the ocean floor also moves, for
it pushes and carries the contin ents along. The layer that carries the ocean
and the continents is known as the lithosphere . Huge mountain ranges exist
throu gh all of the major oceans . They are almost linked, are about 80,000
km s. long, and are about 3 kms. in height above the adjacent ocean basin.
Th ese mountain ranges are referred to as oceanic ridges. Along a narrow
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band of their axis, molten material from the asthenosphere, located under
the lithosphere, eventually rises up at the oceanic ridge and spreads along
either side of it (fig. 7). The process then continues as explained before.
Thus, the ocean floor is in a process of continual change and expansion.
A lithosphere's destruction occurs along narrow regions known as sub
duction zones. At such a point, the spreading lithosphere bends downward
at an angle of roughly 45°, reenters Earth's interior, melts slowly, and is
reassimilated. As both cannot be reassimilated into the earth when there is
a collision between two plates, one tends to override the other. The result is
the formation of mountains that serve as wedges to stop further subduction.
According to plate tectonics, there are three main types of plate bound
aries: 1) those with oceanic ridges, which are points at which the planet is
extending and where a new oceanic lithosphere is created; 2) subduction
zones, at which locations portions of the planet are destroyed due to
destructive boundaries along the area where an earlier oceanic lithosphere
has been consumed; and 3) conservative boundaries, along which a lithos
phere is neither created nor destroyed. These are "transform faults," which
contain the zigzags along which oceanic ridges are made. At the ridge, two
adjacent plates move each other without adding any new material. All three
types of plate boundaries generate earthquakes, yet only constructive and
destructive boundaries are associated with volcanic activity.
There are 15 major lithospheric plates of various sizes and several
minor ones (i.e., microplates). Most plates, which are about 75 kms. thick,
carry both the ocean and the continent. Horizontal distortion is much more
difficult to achieve than vertical distortion. The asthenosphere's mobility
allows the overlying lithosphere plates to move horizontally. The slab-pull
force produced by subduction inside the planet, to a depth of approximate
ly 700 kms., is the main force that can cause the lithospheres to move.
Volcanoes erupt when molten rock (magma) moves from Earth's inte
rior toward the surface through a weakness in the lithosphere. This mate
rial passes through in two ways: 1) via linear fissures or fractures (81 per
cent of volcanoes are located on the sea bed or oceanic ridges that cannot
be seen) and 2) at particular points (19 percent). Two thirds of these are cre
ated along the boundaries of a destructive plate. The remaining third forms
central-vent volcanoes, which are commonly referred to as volcanoes. They
are located on the ocean floor and cannot be seen. Only 0.6 percent of con
ventional central-vent volcanoes appear on Earth's surface.
Earthquakes are the result of a sudden release of energy that has accu
mulated slowly in a local region of Earth's crust or upper mantle. The point
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where this is created is called the focus or the hypercenter, and the corre
sponding area on the surface is called the epicenter. The extent of destruc
tion depends on whether or not there is a city in the epicenter's area.
Earthquakes derive their destructive power from the motions of litho
sphere plates as they interact along their margins. Strain is built up, rocks
located at the interface suddenly rupture, and the result is seismic activity
or earthquakes. Most earthquakes occur along such plate boundaries as
oceanic ridges, subduction zones, and transform faults. However, they
may occur in plates located far from the edges that have deeply situated
unactivated faults left over from earlier plate tectonic phases.
Earth's interior is inaccessible to man. The deepest mine is less than 4
kms, inside the planet. The Russians had an ambitious drilling program
and, in 1984, managed to reach 11 kms, (their desired target was 15 kms.).
As Earth's average radius is 6,370 kms., man is only scratching its surface.
All studies of the interior must be done by indirect techniques and are most
ly dependent on seismic waves, which can identify Earth's layers.
This is the level of knowledge that science has reached so far. It seems
that scientists are supporting the Qur'anic statement that the heavens and
the earth were originally smoke (41:11-12). As mentioned earlier, it has
been discovered that space is not as empty as once thought. Astronomical
observations have detected, both in interstellar space and in nebulae, rar
efied matter consisting of about 99 percent gas (mostly hydrogen and heli
um) and 1 percent dust (i.e., smoke) consisting of dust-size particles having
a composition similar to such terrestrial materials as silicon compounds,
iron oxide, ice crystals, and a host of other small molecules, including
organic ones. The original cloud would have consisted mainly of the most
abundant element in the universe: hydrogen. Hydrogen atoms are fast-mov
ing, and only the gravitational pull of a large mass can prevent them from
escaping into space. In this chapter, a brief collation of the Qur'anic account
of Earth's creation is given and existing evidence from scientific facts will
be discussed.

Earth's Structure as Suggested by the Qur'an
Shape
It has already been stated that Earth's diameter indicates that it is either
oval or ball-shaped. Further evidence is provided when God says that He
"enballs'' the night over the day and "enballs" the day over the night (fig.
8). This indicates the shape of the planet.
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Figures 8 a & b: Illustration of the Qur'anic verse in which God says: "lie 'enballs'
the nigh ove r the day and lie 'enballs' the day over the night. " This indicates that the
earth is oval or ball -shaped.

He created the heav ens and the
earth in true (proportions). He
makes the night ove rlap the
day, and the day ove rlap the
night. He has subjected the sun
and the moon (to His law ).
Eac h one follows a course for
an appointed time. Is He not the
Exa lted in Power, He Wh o for
give s aga in and again? (39:5)

Further evidence that the planet is ball-shaped is given wh en God call s
Himself the Lord of the eas ts and the wests. Thi s fact mu st have been
accepted easily by the people of that time , for the y co uld see its truth by
watching the horizon and viewing the sunrise at different points in the eas t,
depending upon the sea son , in a north-to-south arc . However, as explained
earlier, the time of the sun's risin g varie s by fo ur minutes for eac h degree
of longitude. Th is is a leadin g indication that our planet is ball- shaped.
I call to witness (O ur being) the
Lor d of all points in the east
and the wes t that We can cer
tainl y ... (70:4 0)

Layers of the Earth
God said that He cre ated seven heavens and a similar number for the
planet Earth,

His Throne Wason Water
God is the One Who created
seven firmaments and a simi
lar number for the earth. His
command penetrates (all) of
them, that you may know that
He has power over everything
and that His knowledge sur
rounds everything. (65:12)
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This verse could have two interpretations. The first is that He created
several planets similar to ours. His statement that He is the "Lord of the
worlds" (1:2), an assertion that indicates a multiplicity of worlds either sim
ilar or dissimilar to ours supports this. However, the verse asserts their exis
tence and is repeated several times a day as part of the ritual prayer. This is
perhaps to remind people of His countless and diverse creations.
All praise is due to God, the
Lord of the worlds. (l: 1)
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An alternative explanation is found in 65:12: God fashioned Earth into
layers just as He took heaven, which was one big mass, and fashioned it
into layers one upon another. It seems that our planet is unique in God's cre
ation and that other solar systems might not contain an identical planet.
All Qur'anic verses on the universe's creation state that the heavens are
plural and Earth is singular. The following verses show how God estab
lished the plurality of the heavens and the singularity of our planet.
The unbelievers say, "The Hour
will never come to us." Reply,
"By my Lord, by the One who
knows the unseen, from whom
not even the least atom in the
heavens or the earth is hidden,
it will come to you. Regardless
of size, everything is recorded
in a clear record. (34:3)
The seven heavens and the
earth, and all beings therein, de
clare His glory. All things cele
brate His praise, and yet you do
not understand how they de
clare His glory. Truly He is Oft
Forbearing, Most Forgiving.
(17:44)
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A revelation from the Creator
of the earth and the heavens on
high ... to Him belongs what is
in the heavens and on the earth ,
as we ll as what is between
them and wha t is be nea th the
soil. (20:4, 6)
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Say: "The (Q ur'an) was sen t
down by God, who knows the
sec ret (that is) in the heavens
and the earth . Tru ly, He is Oft
Forgiving , Mo st Me rcifu l.
(25:6)

There is now strong scientific evidence that Eart h is made of seve n lay
ers. Seve ral authors have sugges ted that, in the beginning, our planet was
probably a homogeneous mixture without continents or oceans. In the pro
cess of differenti ation, iron sank to the center and lighter ma terial floated
upward to form a crust. As a result , Earth became a zoned planet with a
dense iron core, a superficial crust of light rock, and a residual mantle that
function s as a buffer zone . After careful seismic and other studies, it has
been sugges ted that Earth has seven layers (illustrated in fig. 9): 1) a con
tinent al CIUSt (0-40 kms.) and an oceanic crus t (0-10 krns .), 2) a litho
sphere (0-70 km s.), 3) an asthenosphere (70-250 kms.), 4) a transitional
zone (250-700 km s.), 5) a lower mantl e (700-2,900 kms .), 6) a liquid iron
core (2,900-4.980 kms.), and 7) a solid iron core (4,980 -6,371 kms.).
Figure 9: Mode l showing
the seven layers oj the Earth :
Ia ) continental crus/ and Ib)
oceanic crust, 2) litho sphere
(rawa sl) , 3 ) asthenosphere, 4 )
transitional zone, 5) lower
mantl e, 6) liquid iron core,
and 7) solid iron core.
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Thus it is clear that our planet consists of seven layers, as indicated in
the Qu r'an . Scientific research tells us the plante's radiu s is 6,371 krns, and,
with a total mass of 6.6 hundred trillion tons, has a den sity of approximately
16 at the center and of 2.7 at the surface . Seismic records show that shock
waves passin g throu gh the earth change their direction and speed at certain
level s, a phenomenon known as discontinuity. Earth's layers were assumed,
and it was recogni zed later that the continents res t on 15 major plates,
which are named for the continent in que stion (fig. 10).
Th ese plate s, known as the lithosphere layer and as bearers of the plan
et's crust (both continents and oceans) , move alon g Earth's molten core (fig.
11). Th ey are made of solidified rock app roximately 70 kms. thick and act
as a therm al bound ary conduction layer floatin g on the asthenosphere's
molten or sem imolt en rock. At the interface of two plates, one tend s to be
pushed downward (subduction zone ), whi ch causes that lithosph ere plate to
descend into the hot molt en mantle und er the second plate's leadin g edge.
Thi s would have continued, and the plate's continent would have disap
peared, if the top of the second plate 's leading edge had no mountains . These
mountain s, trapped between one plate's descending subduction zone and the
leadin g edge of the mount ain-bearing seco nd plate, prevent the plate with
the continental crust on top from slipping into the interi or (fig. 12).
Figure 12: A model
illustrat ing how a
lithosph ere plat e
(rawdsi) (2) with the
oce ans (1A ) and the
continents (1B) sink
into the earth tinder
the leadin g edg e of
another pl ate (see
tipper and middle
mod els) . Th e lo wer
model sh ows ho w the
mountain range (LC) .
actin g as a wedge
betwee n the pl ates .
pr events the continent
bearing lithosphere
[rom sinkin g into the
ea rth.
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Recent findings and theories throw light on the Qur'anic statement that
our planet has seven layers. God also said that the time He took to create
Earth was similar to the time that it He took to create the universe. Thus
although the planet is small, its creation must have been on a vast scale.
Say: "Do you deny Him who
created the earth in two days,
and do you join others with
Him as equal? He is the Lord of
(all) the worlds." (41:9)

He also said that He set rawasi on top of it.
He placed on the (earth) ra
wasi that stand finn and high
above it. He blessed the earth
and measured all things therein
so that they would receive their
nourishment in due proportion,
in four days, according to (the
needs of) those who seek (sus
tenance). (41:10)

Rawasi, the plural of rasiyah, is based on the verb r-s-a. Its verbal
past tense is used for a ship moored at its berth (riisiyah. [berthed]), and
its adjectival form as a noun denoting where a ship has been berthed or
fixed. In Arabic Dictionary, arsa is said to mean "to anchor, moor,
berth place at anchor" The word rawdst is mentioned repeatedly in the
Qur'an.
Or, who has made the earth
firm to live in, made rivers in its
midst, set on it rawasi, and
made a barrier between two
bodies of flowing water? (Can
there be another) god beside
God. No, but most of them do
not know. (27:61)

We have spread out the earth
(like a carpet), placed on it firm
and rawasl, and produced in it
all kinds of things in due bal
ance. (15:19)
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God spread out the earth, set
on it rawtisi and flowing
rivers. He made all kinds of
fruit in two pairs, two and two.
He draws the night as a veil
over the day. Truly, in these
things are signs for those who
consider. (13:3)

God has stated that rawasi have three distinct characteristics: they are
soaring or immense (77:27), they are there "lest the earth would cave in
and disappear from under us," an important characteristic mentioned
repeatedly (21:31; 16:15; 31:10), and they are cast on top of the earth
(4:10).
And made therein rawasl that
are lofty (in stature), and pro
vided for you sweet (and whole
some) water. (77:27)
We have set on the earth
rawiisi, lest it should cave from
under you, and We have made
broad highways (betweenthem)
for (people) to pass through and
so they may receive guidance.
(21:31)

And He has set rawdsi on the
earth, lest it should cave from
under you, as well as rivers and
roads that you may guide your
selves. (16:15)
He created the heavens without
visible pillars. He placed
rawdsi on the earth, lest it
should cave from under you,
and scattered throughout it all
kinds of beasts. We send rain
from the sky and produce on
the earth every kind of noble
kind (of life) to grow on earth.
(31:10)
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He placed rawtisi on the
(earth), high above it, blessed
the earth, and measured therein
all things so that in four days
they would receive nourish
ment in due proportion and in
accordance with (the needs of)
those who seek (sustenance).
(41: 10)

These three characteristics are very indicative of what modem science
calls lithosphere plates, which are defined as geological formations that
form the planet's outer layer and bear the continents and the oceans. The
Hutchinson Encyclopedia of the Earth refers to it as the "skin of the earth."
So, rawiisi are located on the planet's surface, which is the first character
istic mentioned by the Qur'an. Second, they are immense-74 kms. thick.
They are there "lest the earth will cave from under us." The lithosphere's
plates float on semimolten rock, as opposed to sinking beneath it, for they
have been blocked at the edges by mountains. This will be discussed fur
ther in the coming pages.
As shown in figure 7, the earth is expanding, another fact that is men
tioned repeatedly in the Qur'an.
And we have extended the earth
and set on it rawiisi. and pro
duced therein every kind of
beautiful growth (in pairs).
(50:7)
We have extended the earth out
(like a carpet), set on it rawdsi,
and produced in it all kinds of
things in due balance. (15:19)

However, our planet is being reduced from its extremities by subduc
tion zones located at the points of plate interface. In the Qur'an, one reads:
Do they not see that We gradu
ally curtail the land (under
their control) from all its sides?
God commands, and there is
none to turn aside His com
mand. He is swift to call (all)
to account. (13:41)
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The disappearance of the continent-bearing rawasi (lithosphere plates)
would have continued if there had been no mountain ranges located on the
leading edge of one plate, for these ranges act as a wedge between this
point and the subduction zone of the opposing plate (fig. 12). In fact, this
function of stopping the rawdsi from caving in is their most important role.
God mentioned in the Qur'an that He made mountains to function as
wedges or pegs.
And the mountains as pegs?
(78:7)

The proof that mountains and rawdsi are not synonymous is found in
Qur'an 79:32, which explains how mountains, in their role as wedges or
pegs, were "berthed" at the rawasi'« edges to stop the latter from sinking
and disappearing into the interior. Such an event would destroy the affect
ed continents and all forms of life thereon.
And He berthed the mountains.
(79:32)

A parallel can be drawn between the rawdsi and the plates of bone
that form the human skull. The sutures between the bones, which appear
on the human skull as a zigzag line, bear a marked resemblance to ocean
ic ridges and also allow the skull to grow without distorting its shape
(fig. 13). Similarly, oceanic ridges allow the planet to expand under the
Skull (a) Frontal view (b) side view
frontal
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Figure 13: The similarity of the plates of bone that make up the skull and the
earth's rawas" (lithosphere) plates.
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ocean. Suc h gro wth produces horrific undersea volcani c eruptions that
canno t be see n or felt on the surface. On e can imag ine that the rawasi are
like the bon es that make up the skull. Ju st as the ra wiisi protect the
earth's interior by serving as a heat insulator, they also prot ect man from
the interi or's heat. Thi s is sim ilar to how the skull prot ects the hum an
brain , eyes, and other organs fro m the heat, co ld, and trauma o f the env i
ronmen t. Th e suture bet ween the bone s of the skull closes at one yea r of
age , but the rawasi do not close, for the ea rth's interior is a sea of molten '
rock up on whi ch the rawasi co ntinue to float and mov e at the rate of
about hal f an inch per year. How ev er, the rawdsi are so im me ns e that
thei r m ovem ent is felt only whe n a maj or earthq uake tak es pla ce, suc h
as tho se that s hoo k San Franci sco rec entl y.
Figur e 14 represents an assume d division of the earth into two sec tions.
The one on the right passes through the Himalayan mountain range, which
acts as a wed ge or peg to prevent the plat e carrying India from slipping
under the plate carr ying Asia. TIle section show s mountains functioning as
wedges that prevent the lithosph ere from disapp earing into the earth, where
it would mel t and cau se the destru ction of the Ind ian subcontinent. The sec
tion on the left shows the Andes mountain range in South Am erica, which

Figure 14: Two sec tions through the earth. Oil the right, the Him a-layan mountain
range stops the Indian subco ntinent f rom disa ppearing info the earth. On the left, the
Andes mountain range SlOpS the So uth American plate fro m disappea ring into the earth.
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is assumed to be unusually large-it is approximately 200-300 kms. deep
and is considered one of the largest wedges in the world. It is situated at the
top of the sinking Nazca oceanic plate and lies on top of the overriding
South American lithospheric plate. Without this mountain range, South
America would sink into the ocean and melt within the planet's interior.
To support what has been mentioned earlier, God describes how He is
going to dismantle earth by reversing the process of creation. As mountains
lock the rawasi together, they will be the first to go. Then, He will move
the mountains at such a speed that they will seem to be clouds, after which
He will blow them up and cause them to vanish. Once the mountains or
pegs are removed, the earth will seem to be protruding in places, a phe
nomenon that probably will be due to the separation of the lithosphere
plates and the prominence of their edges.
One day We shall remove the
mountains, and you will see
the earth stretch as a level. We
will gather them all together,
and no one will be overlooked.
(18:47)
When the mountains vanish
(like a mirage) ... (81:3)
And the mountains will fly
hither and thither. (52:10)
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You see the mountains and
think that they are fixed firmly.
But they will pass away as
clouds pass away. (Such is) the
artistry of God, Who disposes
of all things in perfect order,
for He is well acquainted with
all that you do. (27:88)
And the mountains will van
ish, as if they were a mirage.
(78:20)
They ask you about the moun
tains. Say, "My Lord will up
root them and scatter them as
dust." (20:105)
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And the mountains shall be re
duced to atoms. (56:5)
And the mountains will be like
wool ... (70:9)
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The Runaway Mountains
This was the title of a program broadcast on BBC2, London, on 11 De
cember 1995. According to the laws of friction, when a vertical object falls,
the distance it will travel horizontally should be equal to its vertical height.
When runaway mountains collapse, however, they do not obey this law, for
the resulting debris can attain a speed of 70-120 mph and move 10 to 100
times the height of that part of the mountain in the process of collapse.
The first runaway mountain to be well documented, the Frank Land
slide, was observed in 1903. The event involved the collapse of a 300 foot
mountainside located outside the mining town of Frank, Canada, and the
subsequent movement of the debris to a point two miles distant in only 100
seconds. It devastated the town and killed 70 people. The mountain did not
stop running until it reached a hill, which it then climbed for about 1 mile
before coming to a halt.
Sixty years later, Jim Moore of the United States Geological Survey
posited the existence of giant landslides and volcanic runaway mountains
while studying the Hawaiian islands. He believed that the northern part of
the island of Molokai and the northeast part of the island of Oahu were
missing due to prior collapse and runaway along the ocean bed. Supporting
evidence came from an old American navy deep-sea map that showed long
tails of debris spreading out along the ocean bed for many miles. His sug
gestion did not gain much support until detailed ocean-bed maps were
made in 1983, when the United States extended its territorial waters to 200
miles. A British ship surveyed the ocean with GLORIA (Geological Long
Range Inclined Asdic). Its signals, which were bounced off the sea floor to
produce an image (black representing sediments and white where the sig
nal is reflected from rock), confirmed the existence of Moore's postulated
gigantic landslides.
The conclusive evidence for this theory was the runaway of Washing
ton state's Mount St. Helens, in 1980. This was well documented by the
media and seen throughout the world. The mountainside began moving
over a meter per day one month before the runaway landslide and explo
sion. It ran away for a distance of 22 kilometers and caused a great deal of
devastation and casualties.
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Since that incident, it has been discovered that runaway landslides
occur every ten years somewhere in the world and in the European Alps
every 100 years. In Japan, there are 100,000 areas of potential land sliding,
which has caused that nation to set up a Disaster Prediction Research
Institute to predict and study such catastrophes. It also publishes a journal,
Landslide News, that reports on these events.
There are as many theories for the mechanisms of runaway mountains
as there are investigators. The most prominent theory belongs to Ron
Shreve (University of California, Los Angeles) who, in 1995, proposed
that mountain debris is carried along on a cushion of compressed air.
Another theory, that of acoustic fluidization, was proposed by Jay Melosh
(University of Arizona). He made an experimental model to illustrate his
contention that strong mechanical vibrations within the moving debris
cause it to behave like a fluid. A third theory suggests that the top layers
of debris move as one mass over the debris in the lower layers, which
bounce and roll along the uneven ground as if they were rollers. Paul
Cleary (Australian Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization [Melbourne]), produced a computer simulation to illustrate
this process.
Scientists in Hawaii are observing with concern and anxiety the great
crack that divides the island. According to them, the internal pressure of the
magma threatens to detach the southern part of the island along this fissure.
According to Davin Calgue (Hawaiian Volcanic Observatory), such an
event could cause a cascade of earthquakes and tidal waves. God only
knows what its effect on our civilization would be.
Whatever the mechanism that allows mountains of any size to run
away, it is only a modest example of what the Creator is capable of doing
when He is ready to demolish earth.

Uplifting Mountains
God has asked people to reflect on how mountains were erected or
uplifted (88: 19). This precise description is used by contemporary scien
tists to describe the mechanisms by which mountains were created. There
are three main types of mountains: fault-block, upwarped, and fold.
Regardless of the formative mechanism, the resultant force always leads
to the erection or upliftment of part of the earth or of its crust above the
surface.
Fault-block mountains are the result of tensional stress resulting
from continental drift. The tension can fracture (crack) rocks and thus
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produces long faults. Some blocks of land sink between parallel fault
lines and create steep-sided rift valleys, such as the great East African
rift valley. In other places, blocks of land are forced upward between
faults and produce block mountains. The Sierra Nevada mountains in the
United States and the Ruwenzori range west of the East African rift val
ley are examples of block mountains. Upwarped mountains, by contrast,
are the result of compression that forces the upliftment of the crust.
Examples include the southern Rocky Mountains and the Black Hills of
the Dakotas. Fold mountains are formed by tremendous horizontal pres
sure that buckles rock layers into folds and thus causes their upliftment
in the shape of a mountain. These are the largest and most complex of
all mountain belts. In addition, they are compressional, for they result
from the processes of folding, faulting, metamorphism, and igneous
activity that result from the collision of lithosphere plates. The Hima
layas are a spectacular example of fold mountains still in the process of
formation, whereas the Urals are an example of ones that caused the rise
long ago.
Do they not look at the how
camelsare made, howthe sky is
raised high, how the mountains
are uplifted, and how the earth
is spreadout? (88:17-20)

Earth's Surface
God spread the earth out so that life would be possible for His crea
tures (51:48). He uses the word dahaha to describe how He spread it out
and made it flat. The use of such a word is significant, for it describes an
action similar to that of a grinding stone. This indicates that creation
demanded a lot of grinding action similar to that of heavy rain, glacial and
wind erosion, frost, and other natural phenomenon. Rocks picked up and
held by ice enable a glacier to act as a powerful scraping agent, while a
process of freezing and thawing is seen in deserts and other areas with
extremes of temperature. In that environment, rocks expand during the
heat of the day and contract during the cool of the night, and are eventu
ally shattered (79:30).
We have spread out the (spa
cious earth. How excellently
We have made it a resting
place. (51:48)
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After that We grounded the
earth. (79:30)

Creation of the Plant and Animal Kingdoms
The creation of the food and nourishment required by all creatures to
sustain life took twice as long as that required for the creation of the earth.
The length of time indicates how vast the task must have been.
He placed on the (earth)
mountains that stand firm and
high above it. He blessed the
earth and measured all things
therein so that they would
receive their nourishment in
due proportion, in four days,
according to (the needs of)
those who seek (sustenance).
(41:10)

The Creation of Plants
Plants are the most successful forms of life. There are some 350,000
different species ranging from the very large (e.g., forest trees) to the very
small (e.g., moss, mold, and bacteria). They are found in almost every part
of the world, even in freezing tundra, hot springs, or at high altitudes.
Almost all are self-sufficient and can make their own food from elemen
tary materials extracted from the air and the soil. Without them, animals
and man could not exist, for plants replenish the planet's oxygen stores and
offer themselves as food for many creatures.
God created the rivers and made each type of fruit in pairs, which gives
evidence of reproduction. He describes the various types of plants, vines,
palms, and others; states that they are all different, even though they are all
irrigated with the same water (13:3-4); and invites man to study their dif
ferences. They are all made out of water (21:30), for God made all forms
of life out of water, and then are irrigated with the same water. This raises
a question: What factors decide the differences in their appearance and
taste?
In fact, He was asking man to study the plant kingdom. Genetic stud
ies of plants is far easier to conduct than those involved with animals and
man. Early Mendelian laws of genetics were studied in plants and later
extended to man. Researching plants involves no risk and is relatively
inexpensive. It is also easy to reproduce the results, as the short life span
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of some plants makes it possible to study several generations in a short
period of time.
God spread out the earth, set on
it finn mountains and flowing
rivers. He made all kinds of
fruit in two pairs, two and two.
He draws the night as a veil
over the day. Truly, in these
things are signs for those who
consider. In the earth are neigh
boring (but diverse) tracts, gar
dens of vines, fields sown with
com, and palm trees growing
out of single roots or otherwise,
watered with the same water,
yet some of them We make
more excellent to eat than oth
ers. Truly in these things are
signs for those who understand.
(13:3-4)
Do the unbelievers not see that
the heavens and the earth were
joined together (as one unit of
creation) before we caused
them to separate? We made
every living thing from water.
Will they still not believe?
(21 :30)
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Not only did God say that He made all plants from pairs, but He also
explained how He causes some of them to reproduce by air-borne fertiliza
tion. He commands the wind to carry pollen to plants that otherwise could
not reproduce. It is now well known that this is the only way to fertilize sev
eral plants. Some plants, such as conifers, generally use the wind rather
than insects for pollination purposes.
We send the fertilizing winds
and then cause rain to fall
from the sky, thereby provid
ing you with (abundant)
water, although you are not
the guardians of its stores.
(15:22)
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River Estuaries
On e examp le of God's supreme power is Hi s creation of rivers and
seas . Alth ough they mi x with one another, on one side an individual can
drink swee t water and, a few meters away, he can drink bitter salty wat er.
In spite of this, the sea never flows int o the rivers. He explains this by say
ing that He ere cted a barrier between them so that one would not over
wh elm the other. This phenom enon is now well und erstood.

God is the one who caused two
bodies of water to flow , one
palpabl e and sweet, the other
salty and bitter. He plac ed a
barrier between them, a parti
tion that they are forbidd en to
surmo unt. (25:53)
He causes two bodi es of wat er
to flow and meet togeth er, but
betw een them is a barrier that
they cannot surmount. (55: 19
20)

Or, who has made the earth
firm to live in, made rivers in its
mid st , se t on it imm ov abl e
mountains, and made a barrier
between two bodies of flowin g
water? (Can there be another)
god beside God . No, but most
of them do n ot know . (27:61)
Fi gure 15.'
A model of esturaine
circulation.
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Nor are the two bodies of flow
ing wateralike, for oneis palat
able, sweet, and pleasant to
drink, while the other is salty
and bitter. Yet from each you
eat fresh and tender meat and
extractornaments to wear. You
see ships therein that sail
through the waves that you
may seek the bounty of God
and be grateful. (35: 12)
Science only became aware of this phenomenon after the satellite
Gemini 4 photographed the Nile Delta during 3-7 June 1965. The barrier
between the river and the sea, which was described by God nearly fourteen
centuries ago, is now known as estuarine circulation. The river transports
three major types of material: fresh water, dissolved organic and inorganic
substances, and such detritus as organic material, sand, silt, or clay (which
helps to shape the coastline). Large rivers, such as the Nile, acquire a high
speed during their journey toward the sea and, due to the resulting turbu
lence, carry a sizeable suspended load of clay, silt, and sand. The sudden
change in velocity makes the sediment to drop out rapidly. Moreover, the
colloidal clay fraction is coagulated by the salty water, which helps further
sedimentation.
Most rivers debouch onto a continental shelf, which results in the for
mation of a delta that is usually located at the river's mouth. As fresh
water flows into the ocean, it tends to ride over the denser salty sea water.
The two waters begin to mix, albeit slowly, as the fresh water goes fur
ther out into the sea. Since the river's water is added to the sea's surface,
it tends to flow out slowly. To balance the loss of sea water due to river
discharge on the surface, a supply of higher-density sea water flows
beneath the surface and toward the river mouth. This is known as estuar
ine circulation (fig. 15), a process that consists of pushing sediment
toward the continents to form, over time, deltas or build up the shoreline.
This is how we understand the "barrier" God created between fresh water
and sea water.
Most people do not realize that the creation of the heavens and the
earth is greater than that of man (55:57). He did not create "the heav
ens and the earth and what is between them to play" (21:16). He knows
their secrets (25:6), for they belong to Him (20:5-6). There is much to
learn from the creation of the heavens and the earth, which is why God
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asked man to reflect on how all this has been made subservient to him
(2:164).
Truly the creation of the heav
ens and the earth is a greater
(matter) than the creation of
mankind. But most of them do
not understand. (40:57)
We did not create the heavens
and the earth and all that is be
tween them for (idle) sport.
(21:16)
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Say: "The (Qur'an) was sent
down by God, who knows the
secret (that is) in the heavens
and the earth. Truly, He is Oft
Forgiving, Most Merciful.
(25:6)
(God) Most Gracious is firmly
established on the throne (of
authority). To Him belongs
what is in the heavens and on
the earth, as well as what is be
tween them and beneath the
soil. (20:5-6)
Behold! In the creation of the
heavens and the earth, in the
alternation of night and day,
in the sailing of ships through
the ocean for the profit of
man-kind, in the rain that
God sends from the skies and
the life that He gives thereby
to a dead earth, in the beasts
of all kinds that He scatters
throughout the earth, in the
change of the winds and the
clouds that trail them like
slaves between the sky and
the earth-(Here) indeed are
signs for people who are
wise. (2: 164)
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The Hydrologic Cycle
God describes the hydrologic (water) cycle repeatedly in the
Qur'an. He sends the wind, a merciful gesture of His hands, to bring up
and to drive (transport) heavy laden clouds to dry areas and then drop
their water (precipitation) on dry dead land in order to bring forth fruits
of all kinds. This is how He brings forth life (7:57). He drops the water
in a carefully measured quantity, causes it to remain inside the ground,
and is also quite capable of taking it away (23:18). This is how ground
water is formed and stored. Water falling from the sky threads its way
(filtration) into the ground and emerges as springs (39:21). When the
water table reaches the surface, the water rises from the ground and
forms a spring. If this occurs in the desert, the spring will create a fer
tile spot (oasis). Some of the world's greatest rivers develop from
springs.
As shown earlier, rivers flow into the sea or ocean and salty water
does not flow back into rivers (15:53). Ground water is the second great
est store (8.4 x 1015 em.) of water after oceans (1350 x 1015 em.), and
glaciers and polar ice (29 x 1015 em.). Lakes and rivers come third
(0.2x10 15 em.). Ground water is extremely valuable, is protected from
evaporation, and moves slowly over years rather than days. Unfor
tunately, it becomes hot enough at a certain depth to dissolve salts. As a
result, only about 8 percent of all ground water is useful for human,
plant, or animal use. For an exceedingly wet planet, Earth has little water
that can be easily used. Less than one millionth of all surface water is
fresh and located in streams and rivers-a hundred times more is held in
lakes.
God made all forms of life on Earth from water. He stressed its impor
tance by saying that "His throne was on the water."
God sends the winds like her
alds of glad tidings going
before His mercy. When they
have carried the heavy-laden
douds, we drive them to a
dead land, cause rain to fall
on it, and produce every kind
of harvest therewith. Thus
shall We raise up the dead.
Perhaps you will remember.
(7:57)
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Do you not see that God sends
rain from the sky, leads it
through springs in the earth,
and then causes produce of
various colors to grow and
then wither? You will see it
grow yellow, after which He
makes it dry up and crumble
away. Truly in this is a mes
sage of remembrance to men
of understanding. (39:21)
We send water from the sky
according to (due) measure and
cause it to soak into the soil.
Certainly, We can drain it off
(easily). (23:18)
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CHAPTER FOUR

CREATION OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM

General Account
Animals range from primitive microscopic protozoa to giant 95-foot
long blue whales weighing up to 100 tons. There are animals that fly in the
air; swim in the seas, rivers, and lakes; and crawl, walk, run, hop, and climb
on the ground and in the soil. There are well over one million different vari
eties. The largest group is that of the insects (more than 800,000 varieties),
which is followed by fish (about 30,000 varieties), birds (9,000 varieties),
reptiles (6,000 varieties), and mammals (5,000 varieties).
Each kind of animal has a different way of life and prefers a special
type of environment: the bottom of the sea, the top of a mountain,
deserts, trees, and grasslands. To make each creature suitable for its en
vironment and perhaps for the education of man, God has demonstrated
His creative skills sometimes in the most unusual ways. The North
American daddy-longlegs, the ichneumon fly, has its ears in its feet so
that it can listen for noises made by hom-tail wasp larvae when the lat
ter is chewing wood. After they hatch, fly larvae can only live by eating
wasp larvae. Thus, the female fly locates the wasp larvae with extreme
accuracy by running up and down tree trunks listening, with the hearing
cells in her feet, for chewing noises made by wasp larvae. Another
unusual creation is found in Copilia quadrata, a shrimp-like creature, that
lives in the bay of Naples. Its eyes have a lens but no retina. The picture
light rays fall on a single light-sensitive spot that darts about and builds
up an image as a system of dots. This is similar to the scanning function
of a picture tube located inside a television receiver. The most unusual
feature is that this shrimp's receiving equipment, which is equal to our
brain, is located in its waist.
God provided many examples for man to watch and study. Although
man has discovered electricity, our electric bulb only has an energy out
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put of 4 percent light and 90 percent heat. A firefly produces light with
such a bright glow that the amount of light produced by six large fireflies
would produce enough light to enable a person to read a book. This light
is produced by chemicals and enzymes combining with oxygen. Attempts
to reproduce this "living light" or bioluminescence of animal life artifi
cially has so far proved more expensive than the production of man-made
electricity.

Animal Resurrection
A lot can be learned from the animal kingdom. Not only is it essential
for man's existence, but it is also vital for his education. Therefore, it is not
very fair to treat animals unkindly. If one imagines the number of different
animal species mentioned above and how many of each kind have existed
since creation began, the figure would be beyond comprehension. One has
to think deeply in order to appreciate the fact that each species forms a
nation like ourselves. However, the most amazing fact is that God is going
to gather them to His presence. I hate to think what sort of complaints mem
bers of the animal kingdom will present to God concerning their treatment
at the hands of man.
Each animal (that walks) on
the earth or flies with wings
(forms part of) communities
like you. We have omitted no
thing from the Book, and they
shall be gathered to their Lord
in the end. (6:38)
As mentioned earlier, God created every animal that "walks on the
earth" out of water. Although their bodies are made mainly of water, He
demonstrates His creative skill by varying their shape, size, structure, and
appearance. It has been confirmed scientifically that the main bulk of an
animal's body, as in a man and a plant, is made of water.
God has created every animal
from water. Some crawl on
their stomachs, some walk on
two legs, and some walk on
four (legs). God creates what
He wills, for trulyHe has power
over everything. (24:45)
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People who claim, falsely, that God has prohibited certain animal
meats while allowing others for economic gain will not be successful.
Do not say, falsely, "This is
lawful, and that is forbidden,"
and thus ascribe whatis false to
God, for those who do so will
neverprosper. (16:116)

Prohibited Meat
God has prohibited, for reasons which will be explained shortly, the
consumption of carrion, blood, pork, and the meat of animals that have
been strangled, beaten, fallen (to their deaths), gored, and devoured by
beasts of prey. This would have sounded extremely mysterious and perhaps
unacceptable fourteen centuries ago, but today at least 175 pathogenic
micro-organisms are known to cause disease in the non-human world.
These diseases are referred to as zoonoses. Table 1 lists some of the dis
eases transmitted from animal to man, the causative agent, and the mode of
transmittal. If one were to comment on each disease, an entire textbook of
medicine would be the result.
Diseased animals, whether dead or alive, contain these micro-organ
isms in their blood and other organs. Animals that have been beaten or bit
ten by beasts of prey may be incubating or suffering from diseases trans
mitted by biting, such as rabies. Moreover, the corpses of dead animals are
usually taken over and soon colonized by micro-organisms. Blood, which
harbors bacteria and their toxins, viruses, chemicals, poisons, and so on,
would be very harmful if consumed by humans. The wisdom of this verse
is now well understood.
Diseases Transmitted Directly or Indirectly from Animals to Man
Mode of transmission
Disease
Viral
Contagious ecythyma (orf)
Eastern hemisphere
tick-borne encephalitis
Hemorragic fever, ARDS
Lassa fever
LCM meningitis
Milker's nodule
Omsk hemorragic fever

Pathogen
Parapoxvirus
Flavivirus
Hantavirus
Arenavirus
Lymphocytic
choriomeningitis
Parapoxvirus
Flavivirus

Ingestion

Contact
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
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Powassan virus encephalitis
Rabies
Rift Valley fever

Flavivirus
Rhabdovirus
Phlebovirus

+

Bacterial
Anthrax
Brucellosis
Campylobacteriosis
Cat scratch disease
Cholera
Edwardsiella infection
Erysipeloid
Gastrenteritis
Glanders
Leptospirosis
Listeriosis
Pasteurellosis
Plague
Plesiomonas gastroenteritis
Rat bite fever (H)
Rat bite fever (S)
Rocky Mountain spotted fever
Salmonellosis
Septicemia-canine bite associated
Skin gangrene sepsis-salt water
Tuberculosis
Tularemia
Yeriniosis
Yersiniosis

Bacillus anthracis
Brucella spp.
Campylobacter jejuni
Rochalimaea henselae
Vibrio cholerae
Edwardsiella tarda
Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae
Vibrio parahaemolyticus
Pseudomonas mallei
Leptospira interrogans spp.
Listeria monocytogenes
Pasteurella multocida
Yersinia pestis
Plesiomonas shigelloides
Streptobacillus moniliformis
Spirillum minus
Rickettsia reckettsii
Salmonella enteriditis
Capnocytophaga canimorsus
Vibrio vulnificus
Mycobacterium bovis
Francisella tularensis
Yersinia enterocolitica
Yersinia pseudotuberculosis

+
+
+

Parasitic
Angiostrongyliasis
Cyclospora infection
Climorchiasis
Crytosporidiosis
Cysticercosis
Echinococcosis
Fascioliasis
Giardiasis
Paragonimiasis
Toxocariasis
Toxoplasmosis
Trichinosis

Parastrongylus cantonensis
Cyclospora spp.
Clonorchis sinensis
Cryptosporidia spp.
Taenia solium
Echinococcus granulosis
Fasciola hepatica
Giardia lamblia
Paragonimus
Toxocara canis, cati
Toxoplasma gondii
Trichinella spiralis

+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+

God also emphasized that animals must not be abused and so forbade
the consumption of the flesh of animals used in idolatrous sacrificial or div
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ination rituals. Even more respect and consideration was given to animals
destined to be sacrificied according to Islamic norms, as Muslims consider
this deed sacred. The name of God as well as a small prayer should be men
tioned before and during the sacrifice. Perhaps when such an animal is
gathered to Him on the Day of Judgment, it will be rewarded for offering
itself to man. An example of this sacred ritual will be given later.
The following foods are forbid
den: corpses, blood, pork, the
flesh of animals over which the
name of something other than
God has been invoked;the meat
of animals killed by strangula
tion, a violent blow, a headlong
fall, a fatal goring; or the flesh
of an animal that has been con
sumed (partially)by a wild ani
mal. Save thatwhich you (your
selves) may have slaughtered
while it was still alive, and all
animals sacrificed on stone
(altars) are forbidden, as are
those whose corpses are used in
divining rituals. That is impi
ety. This day, those who reject
faith have given up all hope of
your religion.Do not fear them,
but fear Me. This day, I have
perfected your religion for you,
completed My favor upon you,
and have chosen for you Islam
as your religion. If one is forced
by hunger and does not intend
to transgress, God is indeed
Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
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(5:3)

Taenia Solium and Human Cysticercosis
Pork has been forbidden for a very good reason-it was common for
swine to be infected with the tapeworm taenia solium. This infection must
have been very prevalent in the past, for it has proven very difficult to
control even now with all of our advanced knowledge. It can be found
throughout the world, especially in eastern Europe, Central and South
America, Spain, Portugal, parts of Africa, China, and India.
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Taenia solium is only one of the tapeworms that can infect man. Taenia
saginata is present in cattle. Both tapeworms cause an illness in man that
follows the two stages of their life cycle. The adult stage produces gastro
intestinal symptoms in man, who happens to be the definitive host for the
adult tapeworm, as the human body allows the tapeworm's full develop
ment. In its larval stages, the tapeworm penetrates the intestinal mucosa and
survives in the tissues for varying periods of time. Unfortunately, the
human body can support the larva or intermediate stage (Echinococcus
granulosus) of the taenia solium tapeworm that is present in pigs.
The tapeworm's life cycle (fig. 16) starts with eating diseased or in
fected pork that contains the larvae in an encysted form (Cysticercus). This
larvae is a fluid-filled sac that contains the head and has a diameter of only
a few centimeters. When cyst-infected pork is consumed, the cysts will
hatch and the larvae will cling to the intestine by its head or scolex, which
is designed for attachment by a rostellum surrounded by a group of hooks
(fig. 17). The rest of the body can grow up to 10 or 20 feet in length. The
head leads to a short neck, after which comes the rest of the body, which is
divided into segments (proglottids) containing both male and female repro
ductive organs. Eggs are formed, fertilized, and then either released into the
intestine or the segments are expelled, as a whole, through the feces. Both
eggs and segments can be found in human feces. When they are eaten by
an intermediate host (e.g., pigs, dogs, cats), the eggs will develop into lar
vae that migrate through the pig's intestine to its muscles and other organs.
Taenia solium

Proglol1ld passed In faeces
arid reteases oncoscberes

Figure 16: The life cycle a/the taenea solium (pig tapeworm). (Courtesy WTIM).
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Figure 17:.Taenea solium (pig tapeworm or
armed tapewo rm ). Scolex showing hooklet s.

Human cys ticercos is is ca used through contact with hum an feces that
contain taeni a solium eggs . One can be infected throu gh food or water that
has been contam inated by hum an feces or if one's mouth comes into con
tact with the anu s of an indi vidu al whose body carries an adult worm.
Reverse peristalsis of the intestine may also cau se internal infection. Th e
interme diate stage (cystice rcus cellulosae) involves the egg 's hatchin g, the
larva 's penetration of the intestinal wall, and its transformation into a cyst
containing a head. Th e cys t is 0.5-1 ern in diameter and remains viable for
three to five years , after wh ich it becomes calcified. Figur e 18 shows an
ray of such calcified cys ts in the muscles of a patient's anus. Although these
cys ts can develop in alm ost any part of the bod y, they usuall y affect the
cerebrum, the subarachnoid space at the base of the brain, and the ventri
cles . Th e infected individual will suffer from headaches, pa ralysis, parti al
blind ness, and epilepsy . It may also affec t the eye, heart , liver, and spleen.

x

Figure 18: An X-ray showing the arm bones
ofa patient infected with calcified human cys
ticercosisThe cysts are the dense shadows in
between the hones of the hand and the arm.
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Other Prohibited Meats
An animal that has been "strangled, beaten, gored, devoured by other
beasts, or has fallen to death" should be treated by man as a dead animal
whose injuries might contain health-threatening infections. However,
despite the above command not to consume the meat of dying or infected
animals or their corpses, common sense prevails. If, for example, an indi
vidual is facing starvation in the middle of the desert or under other press
ing circumstances, he can eat whatever meat is available in order to save
his life.
He has onlyforbidden (the con
sumption) of corpses, blood,
pork, and food over which the
name of something other than
God has been invoked. But if
one is forced by necessity, and
not by willful disobedience or
(desire) to transgress due limits,
God is Oft-Forgiving, Most
Merciful. (16:115)
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Animals and birds that have been trained by man to hunt usually do not
hurt their prey, and so God has allowed man to eat animals caught in this
manner, provided that the same sacrificial ritual is observed.
They ask you what (food) is
lawful. Say: All things that are
good and pure, and what you
have taught your trained hunt
ing animals (to catch), as God
has directed. Eat what they
catch for you, but pronounce
the name of God over it and
fear Him,for God takesaccount
swiftly (5:4)

The Islamic Ritual of Animal Sacrifice
The ceremony starts with saying "In the name of God, the Beneficent,
the Merciful." A short prayer is then said, both before and during the actu
al sacrifice, asking God to give the animal patience in its plight. Observing
this ritual makes the meat religiously clean and pure (batiil), for it follows
the guidelines of sacrificing animals in a humane manner and with a mini
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mum of pain. The method also clears the slaughtered animal's corpse of any
circulating toxins, bacteria, viruses, and parasites by means of cutting the
jugular veins on either side of its neck (the method of choice). This action
cuts the supply of blood to the brain instantly, so the animal will feel no
pain. It also allows the heart to continue beating and thus empty the tissues
and circulatory network of blood. The blood will drain from the area where
the veins were severed, which will clear the muscles and internal organs of
blood and possible harmful material. It will also remove the "wild" taste
found in animals sacrificed by other techniques, which has led many peo
ple to become vegetarians.

The Production of Milk
Another small anatomical lesson showing God's creative power is
illustrated by the production of milk from cattle. As such cattle-borne dis
eases as brucellosis can be transmitted through milk, it has to be boiled or
pasteurized. Milk is favored by man at all stages of his development. It is
fascinating how God extracts such a delicious fluid from specific parts,
which are filled with blood and excreta, of milk-producing animals. We
now know that milk is produced by a specialized organ: the mammary
gland. This gland consists of lactiferous lobes and lobules that lead to the
lactiferous ducts that, in tum, open at the nipple or teat. The lobes and lob
ules of this gland contain excretory cells that produce milk. The mammary
gland receives the necessary blood and lymphatic supply from the body,
which carries all of the nutrition required by the new-born animal.
You will also find an instruc
tive sign in cattle, as regards
what is within their bodies. In
between (their) excretions and
blood, We produce milk that is
pure and agreeable to those
who drink it. (16:66)

Transportation
For a long time, animals and boats were the only methods of transport
known to man. However, God has referred to other possible (and as yet
unknown) means of transport(l6:8). The Qur'an refers to such means in a
very mysterious way. In one instance, God vows by "the twilight, by the
night and what it envelopes, and by the full moon as it grows to its fulness"
and that you will ride and travel from stage to stage (84: 16-19). Traditional
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explanations have no relation to transportation. As a matter of fact, nobody
at that time could imagine such a means of transportation. I do not claim
to know what it means, but only offer it as an example of what we do not
know. However, it is stated in the Qur'an (17:1) that Muhammad was
taken from Makkah to Jerusalem and returned to Makkah during the same
night. This verse will be discussed later. People in the past would never
have believed that anything could go faster than a horse or a wild animal.
They had never heard about the spine-tailed swift, which has been reported
to fly at speeds in excess of 200 mph. He who has created the spine-tailed
swift is capable of taking man, with or without a machine, at any time to
any place in space.
(He created) horses, mules, and
donkeys for you to ride and use
for show, and He has created
(other) things about which you
know nothing. (16:8)
I call to witness the ruddy
glow of the sunset, the night
and its homing, and the moon
in its fullness. You shall surely
travel from stage to stage.
(84: 16-19)
Glory be to God, Who took His
servantfor a night journey from
the Sacred Mosque to the Far
thest Mosque, whose precincts
We have blessed, in order that
We might show him some of
Our signs, for He hears and sees
(everything). (17:1)
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CHAPTER FIVE

CREATION OF THE SUPERNATURAL

Angels
The supernatural, by definition, must elude natural science no matter
how perfect that science may be. Just because one cannot see angels does
not mean that they do not exist. What is supernatural to man is certainly
primitive for God. A well-programmed computer can work astronomical
calculations as well as command robots to manufacture cars or handle
radioactive material that cannot be touched. They are indispensable to mod
ern life, for they control such functions as supplying electricity to cities,
telephone networks, aircraft controls, spaceships, satellites, and so on.
Thus, it is not surprising that God would have creatures capable of han
dling all matters of the universe on His behalf. Such beings are called
angels. They are different from man, for they can fly (35:1) and serve as
messengers on God's behalf (22:75). Although they are "not suited to walk
peacefully among human beings" (17:95), they nevertheless have numer
ous tasks to perform on Earth, some of which are related to us, and protect
us with God's command (13:11; 82:10; 86:4). For example, one may just
miss a plane, a bus, or a train only to learn later that it had been involved in
an accident, or one may recover from a supposedly incurable illness and
regain his health. On the other hand, one might be "lucky" and come into
an unexpected fortune, find a treasure, or receive a large inheritance from a
distant relative. Although such surprises are usually considered "good
luck," others might think that heaven was involved. It seems that supernat
ural powers can have an effect on certain situations. Angels also seem to act
as observers who note what one does, says, or thinks (43:80; 50: 17-18).
Praise be to God, who created
the heavens and the earth (out
of nothing), Who made the
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angels messengers with wings,
two, or three, or four (pairs). He
adds to creation as He pleases,
for God has power over every
thing. (35:1)
God chooses messengers from
angels and from men, for He
hears and sees (everything).
(22:75)
Say, "If angels were living on
the earth, in peace and quiet,
We would have sent to them an
angel from heaven as a mes
senger."(l7:95)
For each (person), there are
(angels) before and behind him
who guard him by the com
mand of God. Truly, God will
never change the condition of a
people until they change it
themselves (with their own
souls). Once God wills a peo
ple's punishment, it cannot be
turned back, nor will they find
any protector other than Him.
(13:11)
Truly (angles have been ap
pointed) to protect you. (82: 10)
Each soul has a protector.
(86:4)
Or do they think that We do not
hear their secrets and their pri
vate counsels? Truly (We do),
and Our messengers are by
them to record. (43:80)

Behold, two (guardian angels)
appointed to learn (what he
does) learn (and note them),
one sitting on the right and one
on the left. (50:17)
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They have been known to aid those fighting for right and actually
appear in battle to frighten their enemies. They do not necessarily take part
in the fighting (3:124-25; 8:9).
Remember that you said to the
faithful, "Is it not enough for
you that God helps you by
sending three thousand angels?
If you remain firm and act
rightly, your Lord would help
you with five thousand angels,
who would make a terrific
onslaught, if the enemy should
attack you vigorously. (3:124
125)

Remember that you asked your
Lord for help, and He replied,
"I will help you with a thousand
angels, (arranged) in ranks."

(8:9)

The Angels Of Mons, 1914
Recent battles are more readily appreciated than those of the past.
During the First World War, the London Evening News (26 August 1914)
reported the memorable-some would say miraculous-Battle of Mons.
Despite being outnumbered three to one by the Germans and suffering
heavy casualties, the British retreat was extremely successful. According
to some reports, the "Angels of Mons" suddenly stood between the two
forces, and the German army fell back in confusion. A British officer who
survived said that a troop of angels stood between them and the Germans
and terrified the latter's horses, which stampeded in all directions.
According to German records, their men refused to charge a point where
the British line was broken because of the presence of many troops.
According to Allied records, there was not a single British soldier in the
area. The event was commemorated by a waltz entitled "Angels of Mons."
People consider such stories to be legends, but those who take part in war
know how true it can be. Sometimes battles are won when they should
have been lost, and sometimes lost when they should have been won.
Another important task entrusted to angels is to "collect our spirits and
visit death on us" (16:28). In the afterlife, they will meet man (21:103) and
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have the difficult task of initiating his punishment (8:50). Nineteen of them
(74:30) will be guarding the seven doors of hell (15:44).
(As for) those whose lives the
angels take while they are
doing wrong to their own
souls, they will (pretend) to
submit (and say), "We did not
know that we were doing
something evil." (The angels
will reply), "God knows
everything that you did."
(16:28)
The Great Terror will cause
them no grief, for the angels
will meet them (and say),
"This is your day, (the one)
that was promised to you."
(21:103)
If you could see the angels

when they take the souls of the
unbelievers (at death), (how)
they smite their faces and
backs (while saying), "Taste
the penalty of the blazing fire."
(8:50)
Over it are nineteen (angels).
(74:30)
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(Hell) has seven gates, for each
gate has assigned to it a (spe
cial) class (of sinners). (15:44)

Angels are obedient creatures that act only according to God's com
mand. They pray to Him and worship Him continuously. When He asked
them to kneel to man (15:28-29), whom He had made out of mud, all but
Ibhs obeyed (15:30-31). God asked the angels to kneel to man in recogni
tion of the struggle that man would have to undertake to live according to
his virtuous (angelic) nature and not his bestial (animal) nature. Certainly,
those who win this inner battle and become more virtuous than bestial
deserve recognition by the angels themselves.
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Your Lord said to the angels, "I
am about to create man from
clay, from mud that has been
shaped. After I have fashioned
him (in due proportion) and
breathed into him of My spirit,
prostrate in obedience to him."
All of the angels did as they
were told, except Iblis, who
refused to prostrate. (15:28-31)

The Modern Perception ofAngels
At the present time, there are more reports than ever before of people
seeing angels. In a national poll taken in the United States and published in
Time magazine (1993), 69 percent of all Americans believe in angels, and
32 percent of those stated that they had had a personal encounter with
angels. Moreover, there are now angel seminars, angel lectures, angel
newsletters, and even people who can contact your personal guardian angel.
In "Entertaining Angels Unawares," a program produced by lTV for
Channel 3 (London) and broadcasted on 19 December 1995, 49 intervie
wees from England and the United States reported encounters with angels.
It also showed a seminar held in London to help people meet their guardian
angel. However, Dr. Peter Fenwick, (Consultant Neuropsychiatrist Mauds
ley Hospital, England) and Professor Bill Deakin (Professor of Psychiatry,
Manchester Royal Infirmary) believe that seeing angels is an experience
and function of the brain. In other words, it does not come from an external
source. The television program wondered whether scientists were mistak
en. While scientists can explain some angel experiences as related to brain
function(s), their explanations do not always hold up, especially when a
vision is reported by several unrelated people. The program closed by won
dering whether angels are making themselves known to us, either visibly or
invisibly, and whether we are indeed entertaining angels unawares.

The Devil
The Devil has many names: Iblis, Shaytan, Satan, and Wiswas (one
who conducts a persistent malicious whispering in people's mind). As men
tioned earlier, the Devil refused to obey God's command to kneel before the
newly created man, for he felt it was not befitting for him to do so. After
all, he was a jinn who had been made of fire (18:50) and therefore should
not be required to kneel before a creature made of mud.
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We said to the angels, "Bow
down to Adam." They all did
so, except Iblis, one of the jinn.
He disobeyed his Lord. Will
you take him and his progeny
as your protectors rather than
Me? They are your enemies!
Such an exchange would be
evil for those who do wrong.
(18:50)

God cast the Devil out of heaven for being so vain and disobedient. The
Devil, in turn, begged God to let him use all of his powers until the Day of
Judgment in order to prove to God that man and his descendants could be
led astray easily.
(God) said. "Get out of here.
You are not to be arrogant
here. for you come from the
meanest (of creatures)." (Iblis)
replied, "Allow me (to work)
among them until You raise
them up." (God) said. "I grant
your request." (Iblis) said,
"Because You have cast me off
the straight path. I will lay in
wait for them on Your straight
path. I will attack them from
the front and from the rear,
form the right and from the
left. You will find most of
them ungrateful (for Your mer
cies)." (God) replied, "Get out
of here, (for you have been)
disgraced and expelled. If any
one should follow you, I will
fill Hell with all of you."
(7:13-18)
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The Devil threatened to tempt human beings from the straight path
through their life, children, money, and persuasion. When they disbelieve,
he disclaims all responsibility (8:48). In front of God, he declares that he
can not keep his promises to them and that they have only themselves to
blame (14:22).
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Remember that the Devil made
their (sinful) acts seem alluring
to them. He said, "No man can
overcome you today while I am
near you." But when the two
forces came in sight of one
another, He turned on his heels
and said, "I am free of you, for
I see what you do not. I fear
God, for God is strict in pun
ishment." (8:48)
Satan will say, when the matter
is decided, "It was God Who
gave you a true promise. I
promised you, but I failed to
carry it out. I only had authori
ty to call you, and it was you
who (agreed to) listen to me.
Do not reproach me, but
reproach your own souls. I can
not listen to your cries, and you
cannot listen to mine. I reject
your former act of associating
me with God. For those who do
wrong, there must be a grevious
penalty." (14:22)

It is not clear how the Devil affects man. One is aware of a psycho
logical side of the human mind called the id, from the Greek word idios
(peculiar). Freud used this term to describe man's self-preservative ten
dencies and instincts as a totality-the true unconscious. It is the reservoir
of instinctive impulses and is dominated by the pleasure principle. The
Devil seems to play an important role in influencing such instinctive
impulses (114:4-5). It is a psychologically accepted phenomenon that
remembering the name of God will cancel the Devil's influence (41:36). A
person who intends to commit an evil act may be dissuaded from doing so
by a virtuous idea, music, a picture of a friend, and so on. Remembering
God has a spiritual, virtuous, and calming effect on many people.
From the mischief of the one
who whispers (evil) and (then)
withdraws, (the same one) who
whispers in the hearts of men.
(114:4-5)
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Say, "My God, I seek refuge
with You from the suggestions
of those who are evil." (23:97)
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If (at any time) you are incited
to discord by the Evil One, seek
refuge in God, Who knows and
hears everything. (41:36)
When Adam and Eve were first created, they lived in the Garden of
Paradise and ate whatever they wished, except for the fruit of the forbidden
tree. The Devil, using all of his persuasive powers of evil, asserted that they
would become angels or immortal if they would eat that fruit. When they
took his advice and did as he wished, they were cast out of Paradise and
sent to live on Earth with an established enemy: the Devil and his assistants
(the jinn).
"0 Adam. You and your wife
will dwell in the Garden and
enjoy (its good things) as you
wish. But do not approach this
tree, for (doing so) will result
in harm and transgression."
Then Satan began to whisper
suggestions to them so that
they would see their shame,
which previously had been
hidden from them. He said,
"Your Lord only forbade you
(to eat) from this tree lest you
become angels or immortal,"
and swore that he was their
sincere advisor. Thus, he
brought about their fall by
deceit, for when they tasted of
the tree, their shame became
visible to them and they began
to sew together the leaves of
the Garden (and place them)
over their bodies. And their
Lord called to them, "Did I not
forbid you (to eat from) that
tree and tell you that Satan
was your avowed enemy?"
(7:19-22)
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Jinn (invisible beings)
The jinn were created before man from a type of smokeless fire called
al Samum,
We created man from sound
ing clay. from mud molded
into shape. As for the jinn, we
had created them before from
the fire of a scorching wind.
(15:26-27)
He created the jinn from a fire
without smoke. (55:15)
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They seem to have unusual powers, as one offered to bring prophet
Solomon the throne of the Queen of Sheba from Yemen to Jerusalem
before he left his council. Solomon used to hold his council from morning
until sunset. In other words, this jinn offered to carry the throne between
these two cities in a short time, not unlike that taken by an airplane.
One of the jinns, a large and
powerful one, said, "I will bring
it to you before you end your
council. Truly, I have the power
to perform such an act and can
be trusted." (27:39)

The jinn attended Solomon's council, formed part of his army, acted as
his builders and divers, and perhaps taught men some of their skills.
Solomon's troops were mar
shalled in front of him: jinns,
men, and birds, all kept in order
and arranged by rank. (27:17)
(We also subjected) the evil
ones, (including) every kind of
builder and diver (to Solomon's
power). (38:37)
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Some are good, whereas others are evil. The latter act as agents and
comrades of Satan and are assigned to lead human beings astray.
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Some of us submit our wills (to
God) while others depart from
justice. Those who submit their
wills have sought out (the path)
of right conduct, whereas those
who have departed are fuel for
the fires of Hell. (72:14-15)
If anyone withdraws himself

from the remembranceof (God)
Most Gracious, We appoint an
evil one to be his intimate com
panion. (43:36)
The jinn thought, wrongly, that they could escape God by flying about
on Earth. They tried to listen to the high council of heaven, but were unable
to do so, for God uses "strong guards and flames" to guard the lower heav
en. Furthermore, those who tried to listen found "guided flame missiles"
waiting for them.
But we think that we cannot
frustrate God either upon the
earth or by flight. (72:12)
We pried into the secrets of
heaven and found it filled with
stern guards and flaming fires.
Truly, we used to sit there in
(hidden) places to (eavesdrop)
on what was being said. How
ever, any who listens now will
find a flaming fire waiting in
ambush for him. (72:8-9)
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Supernatural Humans
God gave supernatural powers to almost all of his prophets. For
example, He gave Prophet Muhammad the Qur'an, which is written in
very high Arabic. The Arabs used to hold contests-always unsuccess
ful-to see if one of them could imitate a verse or two of the Qur'an. It is
still an open challenge that no one has yet met.
Jesus was created when God blew from His spirit into his mother, the
Virgin Mary (21:91). God gave him the powers to raise the dead, cure the
leper, and bring to life birds made of mud (5: 110).
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(Remember) the woman who
guarded her chastity. We
breathed into her of Our Spirit
and made her and her son a
sign for all people. (21:91)
Then God will say, "Jesus, son
of Mary. recount My favor to
you and your mother. Behold! I
strengthened you with the holy
spiritso you wouldspeak to the
people during your childhood
and your maturity. I taught you
the Book and Wisdom, the
Torahand the Gospel. I allowed
you to make a clay model of a
bird, breatheinto it, and bringit
to life. I allowed you to heal
those born blind and the lepers
and to raise the dead. I also
restrained the children of Israel
from (harming) you when you
showed them My clear signs
and those who did not believe
said, 'This is nothing but
magic.:" (5:110)

The Merciful and Knowledgeable Servant of God
Prophet Moses thought he was the most knowledgeable man of his
time, for God had given him the power to perform many miracles.
Eventually, he wished to meet someone more knowledgeable than him
self. It was ordained that al Khidr, a merciful and knowledgeable servant
of God, would meet Moses. When they met, Moses asked to join him and
be educated during their journey. Al Khidr agreed on one condition:
Moses would ask no questions until their answers were volunteered. When
they got into a boat, al Khidr scuttled it. Moses said, "Good God! Do you
want to drown us? This is unacceptable." AI Khidr said, "I told you not to
question me." Moses apologized and promised to ask no more questions.
They continued on their way until they found a boy, who al Khidr killed
on the spot. Moses shouted, "You have killed an innocent youth who
killed no one! This is unforgivable." Al Khidr said, "Did not I tell that you
cannot have patience with me." Moses apologized and promised they
would part company if he asked another question. After a long journey,
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they went into a village and were made to feel very unwelcome by its
inhabitants. AI Khidr found a falling wall and rebuilt it. Moses said, "We
could have made some money out of that." AI Khidr replied, "Now we
will part, for you have broken your promise. How can you have patience
when you do not have the knowledge?"
He continued, "Now I will explain the reasons behind my actions. I
have only acted on God's command. The boat I sunk belonged to needy
people. At that time, however, the king was confiscating all good boats. I
therefore made it unseaworthy so the king's men would not take it. The boy
was the son of religious parents but was destined to be blasphemous, rebel
lious, and cause them deep grief. God took him in order to exchange him
for a better, affectionate, and purer youth. Beneath the falling wall was a
buried treasure, to which two orphan boys were entitled. Their father had
been a righteous man, and God wanted them to grow up and retrieve their
own treasure."
They found one of our servants
upon whom We had bestowed
mercy and knowledge from
Our Presence. Moses said to
him, "Can I follow you and
learn some of what you
know?" (AI Khic;lr) said, "You
do not have the patience for
such an undertaking, for your
understanding is incomplete."
Moses said, "You will find me
patient, if God wills, and I will
not disobey you." The other
said, "Alright, you can accom
pany me, but ask me no ques
tions until I volunteer the infor
mation." They began traveling
and eventually got into a boat.
(AI Khidr) made a hole in it,
and Moses asked him if he
were trying to drown the pas
sengers. (Al Khi<;lr) replied, "I
told you to ask no questions."
Moses apologized. They con
tinued on their way until they
met a young man, whom (Al
Khidr) killed. Moses objected,
"Why did you kill an innocent
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man who has killed no one.
This is evil, indeed." (AI
Khidr) replied, "I told you to
ask no questions." Moses apol
ogized and said that he would
leave him if he questioned him
again. They continued on their
way. They reached a village
and, seeking food, were
refused all hospitality. (AI
Khidr) saw a wall on the point
of collapse and fixed it. Moses
said, "You could have been
paid for that work." AI Khidr
said, "Now I will leave you, but
first let me explain my actions.
The boat that I damaged
belonged to several poor men
who used it for their livelihood.
As there was a king who was
seizing all boats by force, I
made it unserviceable. As for
the youth, he came from par
ents of faith. However, we
knew he would grow up rebel
lious and full of ingratitude (to
God), and so we desired that
God would give his parents a
youth pure (of conduct) and
closer in affection. As for the
wall, it belonged to two local
orphans. Underneath it was a
treasure that had been buried
by their father, a righteous
man, to which they were enti
tled. God, in His mercy, want
ed them to find it when they
had attained their age and full
strength. I have acted only
according to the will of God.
Such is the interpretation of
what was beyond your own
understanding. (18:65-82)
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There is no scientific method that will prove the existence of super
natural creatures. However, for many years man has seen and observed
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phenomena beyond his understanding although he knew that something
or someone must have caused them. Man's senses are limited and can be
extended beyond their normal ability only with the aid of highly techni
cal devices. For example, infra-red devices enhance night-time vision and
ultra-sound can detect objects in the depths of the sea, in rocks, and in the
human body. It is very unlikely, no matter how far science progresses,
that one will ever be able to see angels or jinn. Furthermore, there are
many creatures moving on the earth that, while undetectable by man, can
be detected easily by animals.
Thus, man should not be surprised at his inability to see angels, jinn,
or the Devil, all of whom are invisible to him. Their presence cannot be
detected, as their communications are probably at a wavelength that can
not be perceived by man. It seems that Earth and its surrounding space is
more crowded than we realize.

Science and Superstition
Many events befalling man cannot be explained scientifically. Lucky
events are always taken light-heartedly and without a second thought.
However, such unhappy events as psychological and mental disorders, are
usually taken very seriously. In the Middle Ages, nuns and priests used to
treat hysterical paralysis and aphonia by drowning and stoning, for they
believed such disorders were caused by demonic possession. Similar prac
tices were found everywhere in the world at that time. Even now the world
still hears about different religious sects that offer sacrifices to exorcise
demons. They go through so many rituals that cannot be accepted scien
tifically. People take their loved ones to non-medical therapists in the hope
that their psychological or mental disorders will be cured. They go through
a lot of trouble and, perhaps, rituals that cannot be accepted by science.
The aetiology of psychological and mental disorders is still in its early
days. Most research funds are directed toward heart disorders and cancer.
Some attempts have been made to cure sex offenders by operating on his
or her brain. There is now ongoing research to support the presence in the
brain of receptors related to such diseases as schizophrenia and mania. One
would not be surprised if, in the future, researchers discovered brain recep
tors that could be blocked and thereby "cure" patients from psychological
and mental disorders. Electroconvulsive Therapy (BeT) or electroshock
therapy has been used for many years to the treat such disorders. This treat
ment' given under anaesthesia and with a muscle relaxant, involves passing
an electrical current through one or both sides of the brain in order to induce
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alterations in its electrical activity. Strict guidelines for this therapy's use
have been provided by England's Royal College of Psychiatrists. It is used
to combat depression, depression with severe paranoid ideas, suicidal ten
dencies, mutism, severe post-natal depression, and similar states. It is also
part of the treatment for mania patients that do not respond to neuroliptic
drugs. Although BeT's exact mode of action is not known, it seems to
change the biogenic amines.
Scientific research usually catches up with the health problems that
cause human anxiety. Perhaps when enough funds are directed to this field
we might discover some evidence of the supernatural's effect on man.

CHAPTER SIX

THE CREATION OF MAN
Man is the most wonderful creation that has ever been produced. There
are many examples that can prove this assertion. For example, a compari
son between the size of a kidney machine, used for dialysing patients with
renal failure, and the size of a human kidney is quite revealing in this
respect. Hip and knee prosthesis have a limited span of life, may become
infected, and require refashioning after 5-15 years, depending on use. An
athletic man can sprint at 25 mph, throw a ball at 100 mph, and jump over
7 feet. The tendons joining his bones can stand a stress of 8 tons per square
inch, and his thigh bones can take a strain of half a ton per square inch while
walking. During his lifetime, an average man walks 7,000 miles if he lives
in a city and 28,000 if he lives in the country.
His self-tailored waterproof skin suit, approximately 20 square feet of
skin, is covered with around 5 million hairs, each of which lasts about 3
years. Human skin contains 4 million receptors that enable an individual to
feel, distinguish cold from hot, and experience comfort or pain. The human
heart pumps 10 pints of blood every minute of one's life and three times as
much during exercise. The human body contains almost 60,000 miles of
arteries, veins, and capillaries that, if extended, would cover 1.5 acres of
land. They do not open all at once, for that would cause all of the body's
blood to drain into them and engender a state of shock. The human body
contains 2.5 trillion oxygen-bearing red cells and 2.5 billion white cells, all
of which form the main part of our immune system. During the average
human lifespan, an person will breathe 500 million times. Water forms 60
percent of one's body weight, while his brain-the world's most complex
computer and the item that distinguishes man from animals--consists of
about 3 pounds of grey-white matter and billions of working components.
ill a split second, it can make thousands of interconnected communications.
ill spite of all this, God said that the creation of man was much easier
than the creation of the heavens and the earth.
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The creation of the heavens
and the earth is a greater (mat
ter) than the creation of man,
but most people do not under
stand. (40:57)
Man is far weaker in constitution than other creatures. He was made
from "clinging clay" or mud, after which God breathed His spirit into him
and created his faculties of hearing and sight as well as his heart. His
descendants were made from "a strain of mean water" deriving from mixed
liquids. This statement is now known to be true, for a man's semen is made
of a mixture of fluids from the testicle, epididymis, and prostate.
Ask their opinion. Are they the
more difficult to create, or are
the (other) beings that We have
created? We have made them
out of a sticky clay. (37:11)
He who created everything
made His creation most good.
He began the creation of man
with (nothing more than) clay
and made his descendants from
an extract of a fluid held in low
esteem. He fashioned man in
due proportion, breathed some
thing of His spirit into him. He
gave you the faculties of hear
ing, sight, and feeling (and
understanding). But you remain
ungrateful. (32:7-9)
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We created man from a drop of
mingled sperm. In order to try
him, We have allowed him to
hear and see. (76:2)

Development and Embryology
Man develops from a drop to an 'alaqah (often translated as "blood
clot"). In the Arabic dictionary Mukhuir al Sihii/:l , it is stated that 'alaqah
could have several meanings: heavy blood, a water leech that lives on
blood, and, if it contains a double "1", something hanging or suspended. A
pregnant woman is considered to be 'alaqat (40:67). It is used in the plural
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'alaq (96:2) or as pairs (35:11) to indicate a woman who is pregnant with

two or more fetuses at the same time.
It is God who created you from
dust, then from a drop of sperm,
and then from a leech-like clot.
After that, He brings you (into
the light) as a child, lets you
(grow and) reach your age of
full strength, then become
old- although some of you die
before (that)-and lets you
reach the lifespan that He has
determined for you, so that you
might gain wisdom. (40:67)
(He) created man from a clot of
congealed blood. (96:2)
God created you from dust,
then from a drop of sperm, and
then made you into pairs. No
woman conceives or gives birth
without His knowledge. A man
does not live a long life or lose
part of it without God having
first decreed it. Such is easy for
God. (35:11)

He created man in stages (71:14). The first stage is that of a drop, which
is soon transformed into a "hanging object" or "heavy blood." This devel
ops into a piece of "chewed flesh," which is at first unformed and formed
later into a definite shape. God decrees what is to be created inside the
womb. After a suitable period of gestation, a child is born. It will become
an adult, perhaps die, or reach the "vilest state of life" and loose all its pre
vious knowledge (a possible reference to a condition not unlike Alz
heimer's disease).
For it is God who has created
you in different stages. (71:14)

o mankind! If you have doubts
about the resurrection, (con
sider) that we created you from
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dust, then from a drop of sperm,
then from a leech-like clot, and
then out of a partly formed
piece of flesh in order to show
you Our power. We cause
whom We will to rest in the
wombs for an appointed term
and then bring you forth as
babes, then (take care of you)
so that you might reach your
age of full strength. Some of
you are called to die, and some
are sent back to the feeblest old
age so that they will know noth
ing after having known (much).
In addition, you see that the
earth is barren and lifeless.
However, when We send rain
to water it, it is stirred to life
and puts forth every kind of
beautiful growth in pairs. (22:5)

Further details of human development inside the womb are given, such
as the fact that the drop is placed in a secure receptacle where it will be
transformed into a suspended object and then into chewed flesh. After this
stage, bones will be formed and covered with flesh.
We created man from an extract
(of clay) and placed him, as (a
drop of sperm), in a firmly
fixed place of rest. Then We
made the sperm into a clot of
congealed blood, then that clot
into a (fetal) lump, then that
lump into bones that we then
clothed with flesh, and then
developed out of that another
creature. Blessed be God, the
Best One to create. (23:12-14)

The fetus's creation is said to occur in "three darknesses." This may
refer to the three fetal membranes covering the fetus during its development
(the amnion, the chorion, and the decidua [fig. 19]) or to the fetal mem
branes as one chamber, the uterus as the second, and the abdominal cavity
as the third. The first explanation is generally accepted (AI Bar 1986).
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God created (all ot) yo u
from a single person and
then created a mate of like
nature. He sent dow n for
yo u eig ht head of cattle in
pair s. He forms you in
three vei Is of darkne ss ,
one after the other, while
yo u are in your mother's
womb. Such is God, vour
Lord and Che rish er.- To
Him belongs (a ll) dom in
ion. and there is no go d but
He. W hy, then . do yo u
tum away? (39:6)
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Figure 19: This shows the three [rtal membranes that cover till' fetus durin g its dcvel
opment. It includes the amnion, the chorion. and the de..idua.

T o summarize , the fetu s's devel opment starts with a "drop o r
mean water" formed of " mix ed flu ids" and placed in a "deep secure
place." It is the n developed in a "suspended stage" resemblin g
"heavy blood ," at whi ch stage it will lo ok like "c hewed fle sh" and
bo nes will begin to for m (at fir st the fetus will be un formed, but at a
certain stage it will becom e form ed ). T he hu man ba by is no t differ
enti ated into a mal e or a female unt il it reaches fu ll term. A modern
embryolo gist could not hav e describ ed this process of feta l devel op 
ment any better to a lay per son fourtee n centuries ago.
When a drop of a man' s semen is introd uced into a woman 's vagi
na, millions of sperm s are released . Only one needs to succeed in trav
eling the vast distan ce-roughly equi vale nt to a man go ing to the moon
- between the cervix and the fallopian tube La fertilize the ov um. From
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the vagina , the sperm travel s up the cervical canal and the uterine cav ity
along the fallopian tube, where it will find the ovum emerging fro m the
ovary. The ovum, which has been taken up by the fimbria of the fallopia n
tube, will make its way toward the uterus. Ferti lization, whi ch takes place
in the fallopian tube, will then produce the zygo t that, in tum , will divide
into cells. These cells then travel for approx imately four to five days, at
which time the blastocyst becomes free in the uterine cavi ty (fig. 20) .
Impl antati on of the blastocyst begins at the end of the firs t week of preg- .
nancy (fig. 2 1) and is completed by the end of the seco nd week.
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Figure 20. Diagram of the ovarian cycle .fertilization, and huma n develop ment durin g
the first 7 days .

If one could look ins ide the wom b at this stage , he would see the
hum an embryo hangi ng out or suspende d as a protrusion from the
wo mb's inn er wall . Th is is ca lled the endometri um (fig. 22) . and is
prob abl y what is referred to as 'al aqah , Th e blastocys t's Calaqa h) outer
layer, whic h is embedde d in the uteru s, is for me d of sy ncy tia (cy to
plasm with multipl e nuclei [i.e., man y ce lls but wi th no ce ll wall]) .
Spaces, ca lle d lacun ae, start to app ear in th is area (fig . 23), which w ill
be o pened and filled with maternal bl ood . Th e whole area represent s the
beginning of the place nta l circ ulation and is a very important develop
me ntal stag e: 50 percent of the the fetu s' s ge nes are from the fa the r a nd ,
strictly spea king, it is like a homograph y in the uteru s that shoul d be
rejected by the mo ther. But this never happ ens. One ex plana tio n is that
the area of the sy ncytia has no tran spl ant antigen tha t co uld ca use the
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glandu lar
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trophoblast

Figure 21: Diagram of the
blastocyst at 7 days. The syncy
tiotrophoblast has started to
penetrate the endometrium,
which is the womb 's inner
layer. Note that the syncytia
have I/O cell wall.
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Figure 22: Photograph
showing the endometrium,
the womb's inner surfa ce,
with the human embryo
implant ed in it at approxi
mately 12 days. (From
Hertig AT, Rock 1. : Contr
Embryo! Carneg Instn
29 :127.1941) .
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Figure 23: A sectional
draw ing of the blastocyst
on about the ninth day
when it is impl anted in the
endometrium. Note that the
lacuna e will he f ull of
blood and will become the
fu ture placenta.
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fe tus to be rej ec ted. W hateve r the ca use , thi s is a very im portant stage
that protects the fetus.
What would it look like ? It wo uld be bloody and clingy . This is wh at
'a/allah looks like .
Early in the third week of pregnan cy, the notochord is formed. This
structure, wh ich defines the primitive axis of the embryo. gi ves it some
rigid ity and ind icates the future site of the vertebral column around whi ch
the axi al skeleton will form (fig. 24). This shows be yond an y do ubt that the
bones and the skeleton are the first ele me nts to appear in [he differenti ation
of man's creati on. exactl y as ment ioned in the previous verse.
Fro m the fourth to the eighth week of pregnancy, human development
may be di vided into three esse ntial phases . The first is grow th (increase in
size), which invol ves cell di vision and the elaboration of cell products, or, in
other words. chew ed up flesh having no form or shape . T he seco nd pro cess
is morphogene sis (development of form ). Again , exactly as menti oned in the
previous verses, the formation of shape follows unform ed flesh . The third
phase is differentiation, at whi ch time the maturation of physiological
proc esses takes place. Figure 25 shows the embryo in the fourth week, fig
ure 26 shows a human embryo at the age of fifty-one day s, and figure 27
illustrates the shapes of the fetu s from the ninth to the thirty- eighth wee k.
God was very precise in describing how the fetus is developed , for who
can describe man better than the O ne who crea ted him?
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Figure 24: An illustrati on of the notochord, which represe nts the early developm ent of
huma n !JOII C. It stuns Oil thefifteenth day and becomes well-recognized by the twenty
fi rst.
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F igure 25: Phot og rap h ojtlu:
embryo ill the [ourtli week
before the fetu s becomesfully
for med .

Figure 26: Pho tograph of all
ulmostfullv-human emb ryo at
about 5/ days .
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Figure 2 7: 11 drawing of the fetusfrom the ninth to the thirty-eig hth week ofpregnane».
Hair starts 10 app ear at ab out 20 weeks. an d the eyes are open at abo ut 26 weeks . Th e
scale of the dra wing is about o ne-fifth actual size .
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The Imager
God says that He images man inside the womb as He wishes and can
compose him in any image He wishes. He is so proud of this fact that one
of the names He has given Himself is "the Imager."
He is the one who shapes you in
the wombs as He pleases. There
is no god but Him, the Exalted
in Might, the Wise. (3:6)
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He Who created you, fashioned
you in due proportion and made
you symmetrical. He fashions
you into whatever form He
pleases. (82:7-8)
He is God, the Creator, the
Evolver, the Bestower of Forms
(or colors). To Him belong the
most beautiful names. All that
is in the heavens and on the
Earth praises and glorifies Him.
He is the Exalted in Might, the
Wise. (59:24)
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Most human organs are made from two halves that unite gradually and
longitudinally in the center. Anomalies may occur during this process of
union, such as children born with a hare lip, a cleft palate, or even a hole in
the heart. Figures 28-32 illustrate one example of this process: the gradual
union of two separate tubes, each pulsating separately, that gradually unite
to form a complete human heart. If the wall between the two tubes does not
unite perfectly, a hole in the heart is formed. At twenty days of pregnancy,
the heart consists of two pulsating tubes. At twenty-four days they fuse, but
only during the eighth week is the human heart recognizable as such.
Each half of the heart is a mirror image of the other half, and each half
of the human being is almost a mirror of the other half. Thus, a right hand
and a left hand are formed: the left hand is a mirror of the right. If imaging
did not take place, the appearance of two right hands and two right feet
would result in severe problems.
How does God accomplish this imaging in the womb's darkness? He
says that He created man from water and, although the proportion is the
same in everyone, could vary them by gender, shape, size, color, and so on.
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It is God wh o crea ted man
fr om water and then esta b
lish ed relation ship s of lineage
and marri age , for He has power
(ov er all thin gs). (25:54)
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Sixty percent of the body's weight is water. Th e remaining portion con
tains water mole cules in its che mical structure . If one lost 10 per cent of this
water, he would bc very ill. If 20 percent were lost , he would certainly die .

Figure 28

Figure 29
Figure 28: Fetal heart at 20 days: two pulsating tuhes .
Figure 29: Fetal heart at 24 days: the two tubes f use .
Figure 30: Fetal heart at 6 weeks: the tubes begin to
twist aro und eac h other .
Figure 31: Fetal heart at S weeks: the unified tube has
almost ass umed the shape of a human heart .

Figure 30

Figure 32: Fetal heart later recognizable as a human
heart.

Figure 31

Figure 32
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Imaging, Genetic Coding, and DNA Fingerprints
God named Himself "The Imager," for, as He has said, He images us
inside the womb in "three darknesses." It is extremely difficult to imagine
how one is created in the dark, especially if one half of our body is to be the
mirror image of the other half. A theory has been introduced recently that
may help explain this unusual phenomenon of creation: Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI). This is a method of producing pictures in the
X-ray department and may provide a partial explanation of what might hap
pen during the process of embryonic development in the womb. The
process may even be more complex in the case of twins, triplets, and other
instances of multiple births at the same time.
Magnetic resonance produces images by using the magnetic proper
ties of different tissues when placed within a magnetic field. Hydrogen,
which is part of water, occurs in all tissues and is the most abundant ele
ment in the human body. Thus, its protons are used as MRI's signal
source. If a human being is placed within a uniform magnetic field, these
protons will align in the field's direction. If a radio frequency pulse is
applied with a known frequency, the proton will resonate. When the radio
frequency pulse stops, the proton will relax and resume its original posi
tion in the magnetic field. This relaxation time varies from tissue to tis
sue according to the hydrogen or water content. During this time, the pro
ton releases its energy as a pulsed signal, and it is this signal that is used
to create an MRI image. As different tissues produce different signal
intensities, tissue can be demarcated on the image. Once the normal tis
sues are identified, diseased internal organs can be imaged without hav
ing to open the body (J. E. Husband 1991).
This may be one of many mechanisms God uses to image us inside the
womb as a creation with one half being a mirror of the other.
The most outstanding discovery is that God creates a genetic map for
each human being in the first cell created for each individual. This map will
tell whether the person is going to be tall or short, dark or light, the color of
his or her eyes, and so on.

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) and the Genetic Code
Scientists now know that DNA is a giant molecule containing, in a
chemically coded form, all of the information needed to build, control, and
maintain a living organism. It is a ladderlike double-stranded nucleic acid
that forms the basis of genetic inheritance in all organisms, except for a few
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viruses that have only RNA. In non-bacteria organisms, it is organized into
chromosomes and contained in the cell's nucleus. It is made up of two other
chains of nucleotide subunits, each of which contains either a purine (ade
nine or guanine) or a pyrimidine (cytosine or thymine) base. The bases link
up with each other, the adenine with the thymine and the cytosine with the
guanine, to form the base pairs that connect the two strands of the DNA
molecule like the rungs of a twisted ladder. The specific way in which the
pairs form means that the base sequence is preserved from generation to
generation. As a result, hereditary information is stored as a specific
sequence of bases.
A set of three bases, known as a codon, acts as a blueprint for the man
ufacture of a particular amino acid, which is the subunit of a protein mole
cule. Codons are identified by the initial letters of their constituent bases.
For example, the base sequence of codon CAG is cystosine-adenine-agua
nine. The meaning of each codon in the genetic code has been worked out
by molecular geneticists. There are four different bases, which means there
must be 4 x 4 x 4 = 64 different codons. Proteins usually consist of only
twenty different amino acids, so many amino acids have more than one
codon: GGT, GGC, GGA and GGG are all codes for the same amino acid
glycine. The data encoded by codons is transcribed by messenger RNA and
is then translated into amino acids located in the ribosomes and cytoplasm.
The sequence of codons determines the precise order in which amino
acids are linked during manufacture and the kind of protein to be pro
duced. As proteins are the chief structural molecules of living matter and,
as enzymes, regulate all aspects of metabolism, it may be said that the
genetic code is responsible for building and controlling the entire organ
ism. The sequence of bases along the length of the DNA molecule can be
determined by cutting the molecule into small protons via restriction
enzymes. This technique can also be used to transfer specific DNA
sequences from one organism to another. In this way, the instructions for
building proteins (the basic structural molecules of living matter) are
"written" in the DNA's genetic material and are the basis of heredity. As
a result, during development, each cell of the human body contains a blue
print for the rest of the body.

Genetic Fingerprinting or Genetic Profiling
God has made each individual in such a way that this technique can
determine the pattern of certain parts of the DNA genetic material that is
unique to each individual. Like fingerprinting, it can distinguish accurately
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between one individual and another, with the exception of identical siblings
from multiple births, and can be applied to as little material as a single cell.
It is performed by isolating the DNA and then comparing and contrasting
its component chemical sequences with those of another individual(s). Any
DNA pattern can be ascertained from a sample of skin, hair, or semen.
Although differences are minimal (only .1 percent between unrelated peo
ple), certain regions of DNA, known as hypervariable regions, are unique.
It is now allowed as a method of legal identification in such cases as pater
nity testing and forensic medicine, among others.
Recently, a new method has been introduced that makes it possible to
represent the individual's genetic information in digital code. This devel
opment will make genetic fingerprinting more accurate than before. In
1993, a positive identification was made on the remains of an American
soldier who had died in Vietnam twenty-nine years earlier. Subsequently,
the United States Department of Defense launched a screening program to
track tissue samples from military personnel for possible use in later iden
tification.
This is a brief survey of how scientists view the imaging of a human
embryo inside the womb; the complex genetic development that results in
the structuring of our organs, heart, brain, our ability to hear and so on; and
the genetic coding that, while different for every human being, is identical
for every cell in each human being. Given this, it is not surprising that God
calls Himself "the Imager."

The Sensory Infirm
God brings man into the world as a being without knowledge. He cre
ated his hearing, sight, and heart to help him during this life.
It is God Who brought you

forth from your mothers'
wombs when you knew noth
ing, and He allowed you to
hear and see, and gave you
intelligence and affection, so
that you might give thanks (to
Him). (16:78)
God has emphasized repeatedly that He created these three things.
Without hearing and sight, a human being would be sensory infirm and
unable to gain knowledge. Without the heart there would be no life. One
can educate a human being if he has sight and no hearing and vice versa,
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but the absence of both faculties from birth would make this task very hard,
if not impossible. Most health authorities do not have the skills and
resources to nurse or care for those who are born sensory infirm, and nurs
es in this profession are highly skilled and confronted with many difficul
ties. This is why there are only a few specialized centers for the care of such
individuals. The human heart is the gift of life and will be discussed after
discussing how God created the first man.

Rii1J,: Spirit or Energy
As mentioned earlier, the first man (Adam) was created from mud or
clay and then shaped by God, who breathed into him His rii!:t (spirit) (32:9).
The rii!:t of God is the source of the difference between mud and a human
being and is responsible for the production of a creature possessed of amaz
ing energy and unlimited power. It seems that this energy did not stop at
Adam, but that it is present in every human being, albeit in different con
centrations in different parts of the body. This is what makes man different
from other creatures.
This energy seems to have existed in minute units corresponding to
each member of the human race. God took from the "backs of the children
of Adam" their seed and asked them to testify on themselves that "He is
their God." This implies that the energy put into Adam by God has been in
every person since the very beginning of creation. It seems that it was also
labeled for each person. The meaning of this verse goes beyond any imag
ination.
He fashioned man in due pro
portion, breathed something of
His spirit into him, and gave
him the faculties of hearing,
sight, and feeling (and under
standing). But you remain
ungrateful. (32:9)
When God drew forth the de
scendants of the Children of
Adam from their loins and
made them testify concerning
themselves, "Yes, we do testi
fy," lest you should sayan the
Day of Judgment, "Truly we
were not aware of this." (7: 172)
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Many questions have been asked about the riih. God said that it is from
His command. However, man was not given enough scientific knowledge
to appreciate its nature.
They ask you of the spirit (of
inspiration). Say, "The Spirit
(comes) by the command of my
Lord. Only a little knowledge
has been given to you (0
men)." (17:85)
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The rill; is never going to be understood. However, the electric poten
tial of the heart, the brain, and other organs can be demonstrated. The rill;
is the difference between mud and man, life and death. One of the strongest
proofs of life is the heart, for it can be transplanted due to its ability to pul
sate for several hours, given the right nutrients, temperature, and so on,
without losing its viability. The heart's pulse is initiated spontaneously.
The human body is run by electricity. The biological electric poten
tial created in the human body originates from its semipermeable mem
brane (it is partially permeable to potassium [K+] and sodium [NA+]). As
a result of this membrane's electrical properties, a potential of approxi
mately 0.1 volt is generated across the membrane. Changes in potentials
of this type are the origin of such signals as the Electrocardiogram (ECG),
the Electroencephalogram (EEG) , and the Electromyogram (EMG).
Potassium ions are present inside the cells at a higher level of concen
tration than sodium ions, which causes a nerve fiber to have a potential of
about -100 microvolts. The nerve is said to be polarized if it is excited by
the flow of ionic current or by an external stimulus. The membrane char
acter then changes, for sodium ions enter the cell and potassium ions leave
it like an avalanche. This process is known as depolarization and initiates
the nerve action's potential, which is then followed by a reversal: sodium
ions depart and potassium ions enter the cell. This is how impulses travel
along a nerve.
Nerve fibers are immersed in conducting fluids. Ionic currents flow
around them from the polarized to the depolarized parts. These external
currents are very important, for they are the only external evidence that an
action potential is present and they engender most of the recordable hio
electric signals. For example, the heart gives rise to external currents of
approximately 1 microamp when it is active. It is these currents that are
detected hy an ECG.
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Bioelectric signals from the brain and an EEG are very difficult to
record, for they are quite small-they have an amplitude of between 10 and
300 microvolts and a frequency content between 0.5 and 40 Hz. This is per
haps why they were not recorded until 1929 (the larger bioelectric signals
of the heart were first recorded in 1895).

The Heart
The heart is the most important organ in the body, for it initiates the
first electric signals. It has three points: the sino-atrial node (SA), the
atrio-ventricular node (AV), and the His-Purkinje cells. The initiation of
the heart's electrical activity is not produced by nervous stimulation but
by specialized cells, known as pace-maker cells, in the three sites. In
other words, such cells can initiate the pulse spontaneously and without
help from other tissue, body chemicals, hormones, and so on. This prop
erty is called automaticity (i.e., automatic and perpetual). The SA node
rate is 70-80 pulse/minute, the AV node is 40-50 pulse/minute, and the
His-Purkinje cells rate is 30-40 pulse/minute. The normal resting poten
tial of the SA node cell is about -90 microvolts (fig. 33). It changes slow
ly due to the steadily decreasing permeability of the cell membrane to
potassium ions. Potassium ions are pumped into the cell, an inflow that is
usually balanced by a passive leakage of potassium ions. If this linkage is
reduced, the inside of the cell will become more positive. When the trans
membrane potential reaches -75 microvolts, the membrane becomes per
meable to sodium irons, which pass rapidly into the cell and result in its
rapid depolarization. This is followed almost immediately by a rapid
repolarization.
Figure 33: An intra
cellular electrical
recording from an
ordinary cardiac
muscle cell and a
sino-atrial mode cell.
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The heart is the only organ having this property of automaticity. Once
begun, these impulses spread throughout the rest of the heart muscle and
then to the rest of the body. The electricity begun by the heart, which an
EeG can measure, disappears when a person dies and cannot be detected
by an EeG. There is no proof that the pulse-initiating cells could exist any
where else in the body. The electricity is approximately 1 micronamp.
Any organ of the body may be propagated in a tissue culture, kept
alive, and even multiply in a test tube for a variable period of time. The
younger the person, the easier it is to propagate his tissue cells. This may
mean that the energy present in the cells wanes as it grows older.

The Brain
God has many things to say about the brain. He always mentions the
wonders of His creation, sets them as an example of His power, and asks
people to examine the facts surrounding them with their brain. The verb
used in these instances is yaqilun: to think with their brain. In one verse,
He presents the creation of the heavens and the earth, the alternation of day
and night, the sailing of ships in the sea, the rain that gives life to the dead
earth, the spreading of animals on the planet, the control of wind and clouds
between heaven and earth as signs for thinking people to appreciate His
power and to realize His existence.
The brain is what differentiates man from animal. It is more complex
than any man-made computer. Despite his present impressive and
advanced scientific techniques, man is still unable to explore all of the
brain's functions. As a result, many of its areas remain obscure.
Behold! In the creation of the
heavens and the earth, in the
alternation of night and day, in
the sailing of ships through the
oceanfor the profitof mankind,
in the rain that God sends from
the skies and the life that He
gives therebyto a dead earth, in
the beasts of all kinds that He
scatters throughout the earth, in
the changeof the winds and the
cloudsthat trail themlike slaves
betweenthe skyand the earth
(Here) indeedare signsfor peo
ple who are wise (ya'qiliin).
(2:164)
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Life Expectancy
The average life expectancy in the United Kingdom is about 72.4 years
for men and 78.1 years for women. On the other hand, God tells us that
Noah lived for 950 years. This might have been a special gift of God to
Noah. However, it may also suggest that life expectancy has become short
er as the human race has progressed.
We sent Noah to his people,
and he remained among them
for nine hundred fifty years, but
the Flood overwhelmed them
while they (persisted in) sin.
(29:14)

Science and Angels
There are many words in the Qur'an that carry strong scientific mean
ings, but for some reason they were all given the same meaning: angels.
Perhaps anything that looked or sounded supernatural had to be done by a
supernatural creature.

The Immune System, Brain Receptors, and Printouts
God has placed mu'aqqibbat between an individual's hands and behind
him to protect him according to the will of God. The word muaqibbat is
explained as "angels attending to man." God may well have meant that He
created our complex immune system to protect individuals from what He
has already created around or inside them. However, he mentioned that
every soul has a guardian angel or watcher who is a "noble writer" fully
aware of what man does, plans, and conceals.
For each (person) there are
(angels) before and behind
him, guardinghim by the com
mand of God. Truly, God will
never change the conditionof a
people until they change it
themselves (with their own
souls). Once God has willed a
person's punishment, there is
no tuming it back, and neither
will they find a protector other
than Him. (13:11)
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Every soul has a protector over
it. (86:4)

He is Irresistible, (watching)
over His worshippers. He has
set guardians over you. When
death approaches one of you,
Our angels take his soul and
never fail in their duty. (6:61)
(Angels are appointed) over
you to protect you. They are
kind and honorable and write
down (your deeds). They know
and understand all that you do.
(82:10-12)

Or do they think that We do not
hear their secrets and their pri
vate counsels? Rest assured
(that We do), and Our messen
gers are by them to record.
(43:80)

In an amazing two-word sentence, God mentions the two receivers (al
mutalaqqiyiin) who will receive (yatalaqqii). He describes them as angels
sitting on the right and the left. In the light of modem science, we can
appreciate how easily God could record human thoughts and deeds. If
receivers are present on either side of the brain's cerebral hemispheres, they
can record thoughts and what has been said or done. This could happen in
the subconscious. God could program one part of the brain to act as a mem
ory bank of one's actions and thoughts without his awareness. It is just as
easy to ask these parts of the brain for an "electronic printout" of their col
lected data. The brain is a complex electronic network of which vast areas
remain unknown. One should not be surprised if, in the afterlife, he is con
fronted with a book that is a printout of his brain's data banks.
Two (guardian angels), one sit
ting on the right and the other
on the left, are appointed to
view and note down (what one
does). He cannot utter a word
without the sentinel by him
(standing) ready (to record it).
(50: 17-18)
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Our record speaks the truth
about you, for we recorded
everything that you did.
(45:29)

What is even more amazing is the fair way in which God records our
deeds. Good deeds will outweigh their real value. They could be scored 10
times their value and even, sometimes, 700 times their value. On the other
hand, wrong thoughts will not be counted. If one thinks of something bad
and does not act, it will not be counted, for only those thoughts actually
translated into action will be counted. Our merciful God made the balance
in the favor of man. As mentioned earlier, the printout produced for us in
the life to come will show all of our life in detail. Who is a better recorder
of one's life than his brain?
He who does good shall have
it multiplied to his credit ten
times. He who does evil shall
only be recompensed accord
ing to his evil. No wrong shall
be done to (either of) them.
(6:160)
Those who spend of their
wealth in the way of God are
like an ear of com: it grows
seven ears, and each one has
one hundred grains. God
increases (His blessings)
according to His will, cares for
all, and knows all things.
(2:261)

Fingerprints
One of the most difficult tasks for human beings is to find patterns
with which to decorate walls, paintings, and so on without falling into
the trap of repetition and monotony. However, God has successfully
fashioned the tips of human fingers (banan) and furnished them with
beautiful patterns known as fingerprints. Even more amazing is the fact
that no two fingerprints are identical, a fact that has been used success
fully to identify criminals. One finds it extremely inhibiting, but not
surprising, that God will resurrect each person with the same finger
prints.
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Does man think that We can
not assemble his bones? We
are able to put together, in per
fect order, the very tips of his
fingers! (75:3-4).

Human Physiology in Space
This subject has become a progressive field of research over the last
few decades. Most people have experienced a tightness in the chest or a
constriction in the heart when raised in the air by means of either a jet or
a fast elevator. Even more complex physiological studies of the functions
of the heart and respiration had to be investigated before astronauts could
be sent into space. It is amazing how, fourteen centuries ago, tightness in
the chest and constriction in the heart were given as symptoms of eleva
tion into space.
As for those whom God wishes
to guide, He opens their heart
to Islam. As for those whom he
wishes to leave astray, He
makes their heart close and
constricted, as if they were ele
vated up to the skies. Thus
does God punish those who
refuse to believe. (6:125)

It would have been very surprising if God had presented information to
human beings who could not understand what He meant. There was at least
one individual, the prophet Muhammad, who experienced the feeling
described in the verse. Evidence from the Qur'an is almost conclusive. The
surah describing the physiological changes in human respiration and heart
pulsation during elevation was revealed after the surah recording God's
transport of Muhammad from Makkah to Jerusalem and back to Makkah
during the same night (in order of revelation, they were 89th and 67th,
respectively). The physiological description of how one feels upon being
elevated into space is a scientific proof of the night journey. Climbing
mountains, which is slow and laborious, gives a completely different feel
ing from that of being elevated into space.
Glory to (God), Who took
Muhammad for a night journey
from the Sacred Mosque to the
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Farthest Mosque, whose prec
incts We have blessed, in order
to show him some of Our signs.
He is the One who hears and
sees (all things). (17:1)
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Post-Natal Care and Infant Mortality
At the time of the Prophet, post-natal care must have been essential to
avoid infant mortality. Sound medical advice would have been crucial for
human survival and preservation. Thus, it is not surprising that God advised
breastfeeding for two years, as this gives the child the antibodies present in
the colostrum and excreted in the mother's milk during the first few days
after delivery. Thereafter, it would provide the baby with a sterile and com
plete formula of nourishment that would protect it from gastroenteritis,
enteric fever, and other orally transmitted infections. The parents may
decide to wean the baby before the two years pass or to seek a wet nurse.
Mothers shall breastfeed their
young for two years. If (in the
case of divorce) the father wants
this period to be completed, he
shall pay the cost of their food
and clothing on equitable terms.
No person shall have to bear a
burden that is too much for him!
her. No mother shall be treated
unfairly on account of her child,
or a father on account of his
child. An heir shall have the
same responsibilities. If they
both agree on weaning after due
consultation, there is no blame
on them. If you decide on a wetnurse for your offspring, there is
no blame on you provided you
pay (her) what you offered on
equitable terms. Be aware of
God and know that He sees
what you do. (2:233)
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Human Psychology
Man was not created free of weakness. He is "hasty" and "fretful"
when touched by evil and "gives grudgingly" when good befalls him.
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He is created "weak" and "in trouble" and is the most argumentative of
creatures.
Man is a creature of haste. I
will show him My signs soon
(enough). Then you will not
ask Me to hastenthem. (21:37)
Man was created very im
patient, frets when evil touch
es him, and becomes miserly
when good reaches him.
(70:19-21)
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Godwishes to lighten your(dif
ficulties), for man was created
weak (in flesh). (4:28)
Truly We have created man for
toil and struggle. (90:4)
In this Qur'an We have ex
plained, in detail and for the
benefit of mankind, every
kind of similitude, yet man is,
in most things, contentious.
(18:54)
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Our weakness is not limited to these characteristics. We have innate
attractions to women (a man craves many sons), gold, silver, pedigree
horses, cattle, and crops, namely, all items that our particular society val
ues as sources of wealth. As mentioned earlier, psychologists recognize
the presence of our "true unconscious" (the id), which represents the
totality of our self-preservative tendencies and instincts. It is this reser
voir of instinctive impulses, dominated by the pleasure principle, which
could be related to sex, possession, or something else. The Devil seems
to play an important role in influencing such instinctive impulses.
Remembering God could abort evil thoughts and stop man from being
led astray. It seems that the Devil has direct access to our thoughts and
can whisper (yuwaswisu) continuously in our ears. We are advised to say
God's name before embarking on any important family or business
endeavor, for God knows what is in our heart and is nearer to us than our
jugular vein.
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The things that men love
women, sons, large amounts of
gold and silver, pedigree horses,
cattle, and fertile land-appear
as fair in their eyes. Such are the
possessions of this world, but
the best of all goals is in near
ness to God. (3:14)
From the evil of the one who
whispers and then withdraws,
the (same) one who whispers
into the hearts of men and of
jinn. (114:4-6)

Lead (0 Satan) to destruction
with your (seductive) voice
those whom you can. Assault
them with your cavalry and
infantry. Share with them their
wealth and children and make
promises to them. But, Satan
promises them nothing but
deceit. (17:64)
It was We who created man, so
We know what dark sugges
tions his soul makes to him, for
we are closer to him than (his)
jugular vein. (50:16)

Man is not all evil. The spirit from God that has come down to him via
Adam makes him worthy of God's creation. By nature, man likes to be seen
as virtuous, a doer of good deeds, kind, helpful, and so on. He always tries
his best, even when it is beyond his power. The best example of this is when
God offered His trust (amiinah) to the heavens, the planet Earth, and the
mountains, all of which refused it. Yet man dared to bear this responsi
bility. This is not an example of man's diligence so much as of his arrogance.
We offered the trust to the
heavens, the earth, and the
mountains, but they refused to
bear it, for they were afraid.
Man, however, undertook to
bear it-he was indeed unjust
and foolish. (33:72)
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Some people are so virtuous and good that God gives them tasks that
are far beyond the power of average people. Hence, they require more
energy (ru!;) than what has come down to them from Adam. The Qur'an
informs us that angels carry this additional energy to them by God's com
mand. Those people have a light that shines around them and makes others
accept them as leaders.
You will not find any who be
lieve in God and the Last Day
loving those who resist God
and His Messenger, even
though they were their fathers,
sons, brothers, or relatives. For
such people, He has implanted
faith in their hearts and
strengthenedthem with a spirit
from Himself. He will admit
them to gardens beneath which
rivers flow and in which they
will dwell forever. God will be
pleased with them, and they
will be pleased with Him.
They are the party of God.
Truly, it is the party of God
that will attain success. (58:22)
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Raised high above all degrees,
He is the Lord of the throne (of
authority). By His command
does He send the spirit (of in
spiration) to any of His ser
vants, in accordance with His
will, that it may warn (men) of
the Day of Mutual Meeting.
(40:15)

We have seen that man's body is the site of a continuous reaction
between his true unconscious (id) and his virtuous side (the ego and the
superego). According to Sigmund Freud, the human mind is divided psy
chologically into id, ego, and superego. The id is the instinctual element of
the human mind and is concerned with pleasure, which demands immedi
ate satisfaction. In addition, it is regarded as the unconscious element of the
human psyche and is said to be in conflict with the ego and superego. The
ego is a general term for those processes concerned with the self and a per
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son's self-conception and encompasses one's values and attitudes. In
Freudian psychology, the term refers specifically to the element of the
human mind that represents the conscious processes concerned with real
ity. It is also in conflict with the id (the instinctual element) and the super
ego (the ethically aware element). The superego is concerned with the ideal
and is responsible for ethics and self-imposed standards of behavior. It is
characterized as a form of conscience that restrains the ego and is respon
sible for feelings of guilt when the moral code is broken. God created man
with an animal-like body and with all its demands and instincts but gave
him a spirit in order to identify him as a human being. God was aware of
how great this struggle would be, and this is why He asked the angels to
kneel, as a mark of respect, to man.
We told the angels, "Bow
down to Adam." All bowed
except Iblis, who asked, "Shall
I bow down to one whom You
created from clay?" (17:61)
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Dreams
There is substantial evidence that God controls one's soul (spirit) dur
ing sleep: "He takes human souls during sleep. He holds the souls of those
who are doomed to die, and He returns the rest until a specified day."
God takes the souls (of men)
when they die and, for those
who do not die, He takes their
souls while they sleep. Those
whose time it is to die are pre
vented (from returning), but the
rest are sent (back to their bod
ies) for a specific time. In this
are signs for those who reflect.
(39:42)

This verse throws some light on what happens to souls when individu
als are asleep. They are not man's possessions, for they are taken by the
Creator for reasons unknown. During their journey they wander in the
future and the past. There are many dreams recorded in the Qur'an that
show souls wandering in the future. However, the soul perceives future
events in code, a code that can be revealed only by those who have the right
perception and insight.
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Remember that in your dream
God showed them to you as
few. If He .had shown them to
you as many, you would have
been discouraged and would
have disputed (your) decision.
But God saved (you), for He
knows the (secrets) of (all)
hearts. (8:43)
Two young men entered the
prison with him. One of them
said, "I dreamed I was pressing
wine." The other one said, "I
dreamed I was carrying bread
on my head and that birds were
eating thereof." "Tell us (Yusuf)
what our dreams mean, for we
see that you are a good man." ..,
"0 my cell-mates, one of you
will pour wine for his lord to
drink and the other will hang
from the cross and birds will eat
from his head. [But whatever be
your future.] the matter on
which you have asked me to
enlighten you has been decided
[by God]. (12:36,41)

Diagnosing Pregnancy
Diagnosing pregnancy is now very simple, for the human chorionic
gonadotrophin hormone can be detected in plasma or urine. The test can be
done in a lab when a period is missed or via a home-testing kit. The fetal
heart's beating is visible from the sixth week of pregnancy to real-time
ultrasound, can be heard by an ultrasonic detector from the tenth week, and
can be heard with an ordinary stethoscope from about the twentieth week.
Psuedocyesis (false pregnancy) is usually due to emotional disturbances:
intense desire for pregnancy, fear of losing a husband, or desire to achieve
parity with other women. This stimulates the hypothalamus and the release
of gonadotrophic hormones. A woman complains of regular symptoms, but
often in a bizarre order. She will have amenorrhoea (no periods), heavy
breasts with a secretion of cloudy fluid from the nipples, and an abdomen
enlarged by fat or gas in the stomach or intestines. She will resemble exact
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ly a pregnant woman, but her uterus will not become enlarged. Ultrasound
will prove that she is not pregnant.
Many centuries ago, diagnosing pregnancy must have been very diffi
cult and crucial. A man did not know how long to wait before marrying a
divorcee or a widow. Marrying a pregnant woman would raise problems of
parity and inheritance. God advised two levels of diagnosis here. After her
divorce or if she had reached menopause, a woman must wait three months
(12 weeks) and not conceal her pregnancy (if any). In the second case, a
widow had to wait four months and ten days before marrying again.
Divorcees shall wait three
monthly
periods
(before
remarrying) and shall not hide
what God has created in their
wombs, if they have faith in
Him and the Last Day. Their
husbands can remarry them
during this time if they desire a
reconciliation, and the rights of
wives [on their husbands] are
equal to the [husbands] rights
on them, although men have
precedence over them [in this
respect]. God is Exalted in
Power, Wise. (2:228)
If you have any doubts about

those women who no longer
menstruate and about those
who have no courses, wait for
three months. For those who
are pregnant, the period begins
immediately after they have
given birth. For those who are
aware of God, He will make
their path easy. (65:4)
If you die and leave behind
widows, they will wait for four
months and ten days (before
remarrying). When they have
completed this time, there is no
blame on them if they remarry.
God is well acquainted with all
that you do. (2:234)
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The precise time periods given indicate how important it was to deter
mine whether a divorcee or a widow was pregnant. After twelve weeks,
there will be a loss of periods, morning sickness, bladder irritability, and
changes in the breasts. All of these, as mentioned earlier, can happen in the
case of false pregnancy. The only sure sign is the size of the uterus. After
twelve weeks, as shown in figure 34, the uterus can be felt in the abdomen
above the symphysis pubis. In the case of divorce, the husband would be
there and could verify whether or not there had been sexual intercourse
prior to the couple's separation and divorce. He would also be able to
defend his rights related to his wife's pregnancy and the birth of a live
infant. On the other hand, a dead husband could not defend his right of par
ity to any prospective birth or to testify on sexual relations prior to death.
For this reason, God prolonged the period to almost seventeen or eighteen
weeks, during which the woman must prove that she is not carrying her
deceased husband's child. At this point in her pregnancy, the level of the
uterus (fig. 34) will be two fingers breadth below the umbilicus. At about
16 to 18 weeks of pregnancy, a woman who has been pregnant more than
once will feel a faint fluttering movement of fetal activity (quickening)
(Derek Llewellyn-Jones 1990).
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Healthy Sexual Intercourse
Sexual intercourse with women should not take place during menstru
ation. When her period has passed, the couple can resume its normal sex
life.
They ask you about [women's]
monthly courses. Say, "It is a
vulnerable condition, so keep
away from them during their
periods and do not approach
them until they have cleansed
themselves. After they have
purified themselves, you may
lie with them in any manner,
time, or place ordained for you
by God. God loves those who
turn to Him constantly and
those who keep themselves
pure and clean." (2:222)
Intercourse during menses, according to God, may hurt one or both
partners. The woman's cervical canal will be open so that her menstrual
blood can pass through. It is now known that this condition makes it possi
ble for micro-organisms, especially those that are mobile, to travel up the
cervical canal and invade the raw separating endometrium. This may lead
to bacteraemia or even septecaemia. The anterior urethra and the prepuce
of non-circumcised males are full of bacteria, and sometimes viruses, that
may gain access to a woman's circulation and internal organs during inter
course. The man could also be infected by menstrual blood flows carrying
vaginal bacteria into his urethra. This could lead to urethritis, prostatitis,
epididymitis, and epididymo-orchitis (inflammation of the prostate, epi
didymis, and testes). Such infections, in the absence of antibiotic treatment,
must have been disastrous or even fatal.
God instructs men to lie with women as He has ordained, meaning to
avoid routes other than the vagina for intercourse. The vagina is structured
for healthy intercourse and causes no harm to either party. The mechanism
is very complex yet also extremely effective. For example, there are bac
teria in the vagina that keep an acidic environment and act as a disinfec
tant (similar bacteria can be found in yogurt). A woman's hormonal bal
ance keeps the vagina slightly moist and lubricated. Engaging in sexual
activity through other orifices, such as the anus, may prove disastrous.
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Physical trauma may occur to either party in the form of tears, ulcers, and
even a prolapsed rectum.
Obviously infection, which could be either bacterial or viral, as in her
pes genetalis or warts, is a major complication in such relationships. More
serious infections could take place in the man's genitalia with a serious out
come. Due to trauma, such blood-born pathogens as Hepatitis B virus infec
tion, Hepatitis C, and Acquired Immune Deficiency Virus (AIDS), among
others, could be passed from one partner to the other.
Last but not least, God established the relationship between a man and
a woman on love, mercy, and comfort, all of which are essential for human
relationships, for these unite the partners for life, ensure continuity, and
strengthen the family bond so that children grow up in a happy and healthy
environment.
Among His signs is this: He
created for you spouses from
among yourselves that you may
dwell in peace with them, and
He has put love and mercy
between your (hearts). In this
are signs for those who reflect.
(30:21)

CHAPTER SEVEN

SCIENCES OF MAN
Mathematics, Calendars, and Celestial Navigation
Mathematical sciences have been used by man since the early days of
civilization. The design and calculations that allowed the ancient Egyptians
to construct the pyramids were advanced and complex even by our modem
standards. The ancient Egyptians used three calendars. The first one, based
on the moon, was governed by the star Cirius and corresponded to the true
solar year. However, it was twelve minutes shorter. Their second calendar,
a civil one, was similar to ours and is one quarter of a day shorter than the
solar year. Hence, every four years it falls behind the solar year by one day.
After the passage of 1,460 years, it will agree with the lunar-solar calendar.
The third calendar, which also served as a second lunar calendar although
it was based on the civil year and not on the sighting of Cirius, was
schematic and artificial. Their calculations were so accurate that the rays of
the sun entered the Temple of Abu Simbel and shone in the inner sanctuary
on only two days each year: the twenty third of February and twenty third
of October. The first celebrates the birthday of Ramses II, and the second
is the anniversary of his victory at Kadesh.
The Gregorian calendar is based on the three natural clocks in the sky:
the day, the lunar month, and the solar year. It is not very different from the
ancient Egyptian civil calendar and is shorter than the solar year by a quar
ter of a day every year. One day must be added every four years to make up
the difference. Sympathy must be given to those born on the twenty ninth of
February, as they can celebrate their birthday only once every four years.
Proper mathematical information cannot attain a high level of sophisti
cation unless it is related to time. God informs us that the months that are
with Him have been twelve ever since the day He created the heavens and
the earth and that the alternation of day and night will help teach mathe
matics. He created the moon to give light and "determined it into stations"
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to mark the lunar month. Twelve lunar months formulate a year with God.
This is a very strong indication that our calculations should be based on
these heavenly clocks.
The number of months (in a
year) in the sight of God is
twelve. This was ordained by
Him the day He created the
heavens and the earth. Four of
them are sacred. This is the
correct usage, so do not wrong
yourselves during them. Fight
the pagans as a group as they
fight you as a group, and know
that God is with those who re
strain themselves. (9:36)
It is He who made the sun a
shining glory and the moon a
light (of beauty). He measured
out stages for it so that you
might know the number of
years and the count (of time).
God created all of this in truth
and righteousness. He explains
His signs in detail for those who
understand. (10:5)
We have made the night and the
day as two (of Our) signs. We
have obscured the sign of the
night, whereas We have made
the sign of the day to enlighten
you, so you may seek the boun
ty of God and so you may know
the number and count of the
years. We have explained all
things in detail. (17:12)

Celestial Navigation
Before the invention of the compass, people could only find their way
by means of celestial navigation. From the different phases of the moon and
its position in the sky, as well as from the different positions of the sun, peo
ple could identify direction during the day and the night. Stars, especially
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those arranged in constellations and that assume varied positions during the
year, were used to navigate on land and sea. However, the real problem was
to find a celestial body with a constant and recognizable path that could be
related to other celestial bodies. The answer to this problem was empha
sized in the Qur'an: the stages of the moon make one lunar month and
twelve lunar months make one year. Hence, the Arab calendar was and
remains based on the lunar month.
Accumulated information based on moon sightings and other celestial
bodies is collected in an almanac (derived from Arabic al manakh [weath
er, climate, and changes in natural phenomena]). Almanacs are used to nav
igate at sea, in the air, and in space. A ship captain can plan his course in
advance and plot his course and position at sea on different days by means
of an almanac. It also gives him the precise position of the moon and stars
at any time in the future. At sea, his boat's position could be readjusted dur
ing the journey by taking bearings from existing celestial bodies and adjust
ing for wind, tide, current, and other weather-related phenomenon.
Traditional navigational methods include the use of a magnetic com
pass and a sextant. Today, the gyrocompass meets this need, along with
highly sophisticated electronic methods employing beacons of radio sig
nals, such as DECCA (accuracy of 50 meters at a range of 180 kms.) and
OMEGA (accuracy of 4 kms. during the day and 7 kms. at night). Satellite
navigation uses satellites that broadcast time and position signals. The
United States Global Positioning System (GPS) has an accuracy of 100
meters and can also be used by pedestrians and motorists. In 1992, 85
nations agreed to take part in trials of a new navigation system. Future Nav
igation System (FANS) will make use of the 24 Russian Glonass satellites
and the 24 American GPS satellites. Small computers will gradually be fit
ted to civil aircraft, so they can process the satellites' signals. The signals
from at least 3 satellites will guide the craft to within a few meters of accu
racy. FANS will be used in conjunction with 4 Imarsat satellites to provide
worldwide communication between pilots and air-traffic controllers.
This modern degree of sophistication in navigation would never have
been reached without the earlier use of celestial bodies. Man has replaced
the moon, the sun, and the stars with satellites to guide his way.
Blessed is He Who made con
stellations in the skies, and
placed therein a [radiant] lamp
and a light-giving moon.
(25:61)
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God separates the daybreak
(from the dark), makes the
night for rest and peace, and
the sun and moon for the
reckoning (of time). Such is
His judgment and ordering.
(He is) Exalted in Power, the
Om-niscient. It is God who
makes the stars (as beacons)
for you, so that you can guide
yourselves with their help
through the dark spaces of the
land and sea. We detail Our
signs for people who know.
(6:96-97)

Wind Control
The atmosphere is in constant motion. The chief reason for its move
ment is the heat produced by the sun, which, being the most concentrated
around the equator, heats the air at the equator. This air then expands and
rises, a process that creates a low-pressure area into which tradewinds
blow from north and south. This low-pressure area around the equator is
often called the doldrums. The warm air from the equator cools as it rises,
spreads north and south, and then finally sinks back to the ground around
a latitude of 30° north and 30° south. The descending air creates high-pres
sure regions, known as the horse latitudes, in these latitudes. Part of the air
from these latitudes flows back to the equator while another part flows
toward the poles, where it meets cold dense air. In these ways, winds
redistribute heat around the earth.
Air currents do not flow from north to south, for they are deflected by
the Coriolis force. This force is caused by Earth's rotation and is similar to
the effect achieved if one runs a piece of chalk straight down a spinning
globe from north to south. When one stops the globe, one will find that the
line is curved. Due to the Coriolis force, winds in the northern hemisphere
are deflected to the right of the direction in which they are blowing, while
winds in the southern hemisphere are deflected to the left. As a result,
winds blowing into the equatorial doldrums from the south become north
east tradewinds, and winds in the southern hemisphere become south-east
tradewinds. Winds flowing north from the northern horse latitudes become
south-westerlies, and winds blowing south from the southern horse lati
tudes become north-westerlies.
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During the summer, winds blow from the sea toward the land. In
the winter, this process is reversed. A similar process can be seen, to a
lesser degree, during the day and the night. In many areas, local winds
playa major role, such as the cold Mistral wind in the Rhone Valley,
the warm Chinook wind in Canada, and many others. Winds move the
clouds that could bring rain, depending on the temperature, humidity,
and latitude.
Does this all just happen by coincidence, or is someone in control? It
must be controlled by a supernatural power that ensures their continuity
(45:5). In England, it has been established that rain falls every year and that
the country would become a desert if it did not (35:9). God is the only
power that can decide the fate of nations. He has done so in the past and
will continue to do so in the future. History provides us with several exam
ples of nations that have disappeared due to a radical climactic change. The
presence of oil in desert countries is strong evidence that such land, at some
point in the past, must have been fertile and covered with trees.
In the alternation of the night
and the day, and the fact that
God sends down sustenance
from the sky and revives there
with the dead earth, and in the
change of the winds, are signs
for those who are wise. (45:5)
It is God who sends the winds

to raise the clouds. Then We
send them to a land that is dead
and revive it therewith. Even
so (will be) the resurrection.
(35:9)

Supersonic Waves
The speed of sound was reached in 1947 by an American Air Force
officer and also in 1948 by RAP Squadron Leader John Derry (in a
DeHaviland 108 research aircraft). During the Second World War, sonic
waves were used to detect submarines and other ships. Subsequently, they
were used in metallurgy and then in medicine to diagnose pregnant women
who were carrying twins, triplets, or more embryos. Such advanced tech
niques as sonography are now used to image vessels and an individual's
internal organs.
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This practice was, by no means, the first in the world, for bats use an
echo-locating system to pinpoint their prey and to avoid obstacles while in
flight. Contrary to popular belief, bats are not entirely blind: they can see in
twilight. In the darkness they send out high-frequency squeaks, only some
of which are audible to man. The returning echoes tell the exact position of
any obstacle. They fly in groups of thousands but respond to their own indi
vidual echo-signals and are not confused by other noises. Scientists have
tried to jam these radar signals by aiming at them noise two thousand times
more intense than theirs and at the same frequency-it did not disturb them
at all. High frequency sound waves have been used to destroy bacteria and
other micro-organisms, to prepare bacterial antigens, and to prepare vac
cines. Man is still very primitive when it comes to using sound.
God has used sound to destroy nations (15:83: 11:94; 11:67). More
over, He will use it to destroy the planet on the Day of Doom (39:68) and
to raise everyone from the dead (39:68; 36:51, 53). Thus, sound can both
destroy and reconstruct human beings. This is a completely new applica
tion that may prove very valuable as a new area of research.
But the (mighty) blast seized
them during the morning.
(15:83)

After We issued Our decree,
We saved Shu'ayb and those
who believed with him by a
(special) mercy from Our
selves. But the (mighty) blast
seized the wrong-doers, and
they lay prostrate in their
homes by the morning. (11:94)
The (mighty) blast overtook the
wrong-doers, and they lay pros
trate in their homes before the
morning. (11 :67)
The trumpet will be sounded,
and then all that is in the heav
ens and on the earth will swoon,
except those whom God will
decide (to exempt). Then a sec
ond one will be sounded when
they will be standing and look
ing on. (39:68)
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The trumpet shall be sounded,
and (men) will rush forth from
the sepulchers to their Lord.....
It will be no more than a single
blast, after which they will all
be brought up before Us.
(36:51, 53)
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The Weight of an Atom
Until very recently, the atom was thought to be the smallest portion
of matter in existence and also indivisible. This was the belief in all
schools during the 1940s. It was discovered only later that atomic fission
was possible.
God has always referred to the smallest particle of matter as "the
weight of an atom" (34:22) and uses it to symbolize a very small weight
(4:40; 99:7-8). What is even more interesting is the existence of smaller
particles weighing even less than an atom, and that God knows where every
atom is and keeps such information in a register (34:3;10:61). He has stores
of matter from which He releases various portions in known measures as
and when required (15:21). Wherever it may be in the heavens, on Earth,
in rock, or elsewhere, He can retrieve it (31:16).
Bacteria are labeled by the viruses that live on them, a phenomenon
known as "bacteriophage typing." It is also possible to identify viruses
by their nucleic acid (DNA), which is called "genotypic sequencing." The
power of labeling atoms and their particles is incomprehensible. The
verses related above imply that God has labeled all atoms, as well as their
particles, of different matter. If they can all be labeled, they must all be
different. Modem science may shed some light on this mystery.
It was shown earlier that the proton located inside the nucleus of a
hydrogen atom can be identified by Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).
Recently, it was proven that the magnetic field located at the nucleus is
determined largely by the external magnetic field. The intensity of the
magnetic field located at the nucleus is a function of the electrons imme
diately surrounding the nucleus and is also influenced by the electrons of
adjacent atoms. The interaction of the electrons with the external field,
which causes the alteration of the field located at the site of the nucleus.
gives rise to what is called a "chemical shift." Therefore, at a given exter
nal field, every chemically distinct nucleus of a given species resonates at
a slightly different frequency. This causes the appearance of different
magnetic resonance peaks, which can be viewed by means of Magnetic
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Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS). Just as MRI produces an anatomical
image, MRS yields quantitative chemical information. This can now be
provided in an imaging format and is referred to as Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopic Imaging (MRSI).
So, although the nuclei of different elements are made of protons that
are basically similar, the effect on them of the surrounding external elec
trons, as well as those of adjacent atoms, causes them to produce reso
nances of different frequencies that can be differentiated. This and many
other techniques are available to the Creator, especially if all the particles
are in a register. On the Day of Resurrection, God will have no problem in
reconstructing every living body.
Say, "Call upon those (gods)
other than God, in whom you
believe. They have no power,
not even the weight of an
atom, in the heavens or on the
earth. They have no share
therein, nor is any of them a
helper to God." (34:22)
God does nothing unjust, not
even to the weight of an atom.
If (one does) a good deed, He
multiplies it and gives (the doer
of good) a great reward. (4:40)
One who has done (even) an
atom's weight of good will see
it, and one who has done (even)
an atom's weight of evil will see
it. (99:7-8)
The unbelievers say, "The
Hour will never reach us." Say,
"Of course it will reach you.
By my Lord, by the One who
knows the unseen, from whom
not even the least atom in the
heavens or on the earth is hid
den, it will come to you. Re
gardless of size, everything is
recorded in a clear record."
(34:3)
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In whatever business you may
be engaged, in whatever por
tion of the Qur'an you may be
reciting, and whatever you
many be doing, (remember) 0
mankind, that when you are
deeply engrossed therein, We
see what you are doing. No
thing is hidden from God, not
even the weight of an atom on
the earth or in heaven, and
everything is recorded in a
clear record. (10:61)
And there is nothing but its
(sources) and (inexhaustible)
treasures are with Us, but We
only send down (what is neces
sary) in due and ascertainable
measure. (15:21)
"My son," (said Luqman),
"anything, even if it were to
have the weight of a mustard
seed and be (hidden) in a rock
or (elsewhere) in the heavens
or on the earth, will be brought
forth by God, for He under
stands the finer mysteries
(and) is well-acquainted (with
them)." ( 31:16)

Statistics
At the beginning, man started with simple statistics, such as the record
ing of births and deaths. Later on, he moved gradually to the calculator, the
sorting machine, and the computer. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the data
entered depends on the care with which it is gathered and interpreted by its
human collector(s). Regardless of its sophistication, the computer is liable
to human error, a condition that affects the accuracy and outcome of the
resulting statistics. For example, even the most "accurate" census under
taken by the most advanced country will miss many people and leave many
facts unrecorded .
God has emphasized repeatedly the importance of statistics. He keeps
records not just on human beings but on everything in His universe.
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He takes account of them (all)
and has numbered everything
exactly. (19:94)
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So that He may know that they
have brought and delivered the
messages of their Lord, He sur
rounds (all the mysteries) that
are with them and takes account
of everything. (72:28)
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We shall give life to the dead.
We record all that they have
done and the consequences of
their actions, which remain
after their death. We have taken
account of everything in a clear
record. (36:12)
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Then are men returned to God,
their true Protector. To Him be
longs the command, and He is
the swiftest when it comes to
taking account (of what they
have done). (6:62)
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Pairs
Strong evidence has been given in the Qur'an that God has created
everything in pairs. Thus, one should always look for pairs in matter and
non-matter. This statement is very useful for scientists. For example,
electricity and magnetism are present in pairs of positive and negative. It
has also been shown by Hawking that, according to quantum mechanics,
space contains "virtual particles" and "anti-particles." Perhaps these rep
resent stores of matter in space.
We have created everything in
pairs so that you might receive
instruction. (51:49)
Glory to God, Who created in
pairs all that the earth produces,
as well as human beings and
(other) things of which they
have no knowledge. (36:36)
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Language and Communication
Animals and birds have their own forms of language. For example, sci
entists have communicated with dolphins, and whales have been shown to
be very intelligent and to have a complex communication system known as
songs. The killer whale in the wild has 8 to 15 special calls, and each fam
ily group (pod) has a particular dialect. They are the first mammals known
to have dialects, as is the case with man. Bees transmit data to each other
about food sources by a dance, each movement of which gives rise to sound
impulses picked up by tiny hairs located on the back of its head. The
dance's orientation is also significant. God said that animals and birds, like
man, are nations that communicate in their own language (6:38) and that
ants have a language that Solomon could understand (27:18-19).
All animals (that live) on the
earth and that fly on their wings
(form part of) communities like
you. We have omitted nothing
from the Book, and (all of)
them shall be gathered to their
Lord in the end. (6:38)
The seven heavens and the
earth, and all beings therein,
declare His glory. Everything
celebrates His praise, although
you do not understand how
they declare His glory. Truly,
He is Oft-Forbearing, Most
Forgiving. (17:44)
When they came to a (low) val
ley of ants, one of the ants said,
"Fellow ants, go into your
homes lest Solomon and his sol
diers crush you (underfoot) un
knowingly." Solomon smiled,
amused by the speech, and said,
"0 my Lord. Inspire me to be
grateful for the favors You have
bestowed on me and my par
ents, and (inspire me) to lead a
righteous life that will please
You. Admit me, by Your grace,
to the ranks of Your righteous
servants." (27:18-19)
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Light
People have always known that light comes from the sun, the moon,
the stars, lightning, and fire. Perhaps they did not realize that lightning cre
ates a very strong electric charge that can kill people by means of electric
shock (13:13). Electricity has been demonstrated to man through animals.
For example, the electric eel, which lives in South American rivers, can
produce enough electricity to light more than a dozen electric lightbulbs.
It releases from its tail 600 volts, which, at a current of approximately 2
amps, is enough to kill its prey by shock. The electric eel can reach six feet
in length and, when it moves, sends out weak electric impulses from two
small pilot "batteries" to detect unseen prey or enemies. This creates an
electric field around the eel, and any change in it will inform the eel of the
intruder's size and position.
Electric fish are found in rivers and oceans in various parts of the
world. The fresh water electric cat fish of tropical Africa paralyses or kills
its prey with a shock of up to several hundred volts discharged from a
membrane located along its back. The disc-shaped electric ray of the
Atlantic and Indian oceans and the Mediterranean, a member of the shark
family, can stun or kill smaller fish but cannot harm humans. From the
firefly, man saw how light could be produced by chemical reactions.
Unlike lightbulbs, the light produced has no heat energy and is far more
efficient than an electric bulb.
Evidence has been given to man that light can be produced without fire.
It already existed when God gave the example of His own light. It is up to
man to unveil its secrets.
Thunder repeats His praise,
as do the angels, with awe.
He flings loud-voiced thun
derbolts and, with them,
strikes whoever He wills.
And yet these (men dare to)
dispute with God over the
strength of His (supreme)
power. (13:13)
God is the light of the heavens
and the earth. The parable of
His light is thus: there is a
niche, and withinit a lamp, the
lamp enclosed in glass, the
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glass a brilliant star lit from a
blessed tree-an olive tree
neither of the East nor the
West, whose oil is luminous,
though fire hardly touches it.
Light upon light. God guides
whom He will to His light. He
sets forth parables for men,
and He knows all things.
(24:35)

Hygiene
Water was very scarce in the deserts of Arabia at the time of the
Qur'an's revelation. A person living at that time probably would have
considered it the most valuable object in the area. However, God has
asked people to wash before prayers, and, in its absence, to use "whole
some dust" and behave as if they were washing their hands and face.
This was done to implant the habit of cleanliness in man (5:6). Rain
water was described as pure (25:48), an assertion that has now been
revealed as true, for it is virtually distilled water with very few impuri
ties from the air through which it passes. He advised people to use it to
purify themselves (8:11). If people only consumed rainwater, they
would not be infected by water-borne diseases. Britain relies on rain
water for its drinking water and collects it in large reservoirs for this
purpose. Unfortunately, it becomes polluted as it flows downhill to the
reservoirs.
It is God Who sends the winds

as heraldsof glad tidings, going
before His mercy, and We send
down pure water from the sky.
(25:48)

Remember that He covered
you with a sort of drowsiness
in order to make you calm, and
that He caused rain from heav
en to fall upon you in order to
cleanse you and to remove
from you the stain of Satan, to
strengthen your hearts, and to
plant your feet firmly there
with. (8:11)
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o believers, when you prepare
for prayer wash your faces and
your hands (and anus) up to the
elbows. Rub your heads (with
water) and (wash) your feet to
the ankles. If you are in a state
of ritual impurity, wash your
whole body. If you are sick,
traveling, answering the call of
nature, or have had (sexual)
relations with women and can
find no water,use clean sand or
earth and rub your faces and
hands with it. God does not
want to make things hard on
you, but to make you clean and
to completeHis favor to you so
that you may be grateful. (5:6)

Legal, Social, Economic, and Humanitarian Teachings
The teachings found in the Qur'an cover many aspects of human life,
they have been the subject of many publications and books, and are dis
cussed and practiced by millions of people all over the world. There are
laws covering marriage, divorce, inheritance, contracts, bearing witness,
and testimonials. Civil and criminal laws, as well as advice and instruc
tions on morality and human relations, are also present, as are systems for
the equal taxation of all people, including non-Muslims. It covers many
aspects of human psychology. Instructions from the Qur'an have been
adopted by many nations and by many people who live in nations that do
not recognize the Qur'an. Qur'anic teachings are applicable to all times
and, over time, seem to prove their value as more people adopt their prin
ciples, at times without even being aware of this fact. Sometimes, man
made laws are difficult to adapt to a changing society.

CHAPTER

8

CONCLUSION

It is true that the Qur'an is not a book of science. It is also true that
when one addresses a child, one has to speak in a manner that a child's
brain can understand. In other words, a child is not lied to but rather is
given information in a manner that is comprehensible to him. Similarly,
when God addresses man in a book of teaching, He has to touch on some
of the scientific aspects that are present in the surrounding environment.
This is how various scientific phenomena and facts are presented in the
Qur'an. The inhabitants of seventh-century Arabia could not appreciate
their meaning, and it is possible that man will have to wait for a much
longer time to understand the significance of all these words or statements,
some of which have been discussed in this book.
The Qur'an states that time, far from being absolute, is variable in dif
ferent parts of the universe. In other words, it introduces the idea of rela
tivity. A day with God is eternal, as He is the first, the last, and the light of
the heavens and the earth. He uses the term "day" in order to give the peri
ods of the creation of the universe. In some estimates, the days of creation
are calculated in terms of billions and billions of years of man's counting.
He gave other examples to show that a day in other parts of the universe
could be shorter. Examples of fifty thousand years and one thousand years
were given. Thus, the relativity of time cannot be disputed.
Scientific evidence has shown that space is not empty. According to
quantum mechanics, it contains virtual particles and anti-particles that are
constantly materializing in pairs, separating, coming together again, and
eventually annihilating each other. God has mentioned that He created
everything in pairs. A virtual particle, according to quantum mechanics, is
a particle that cannot be detected directly but whose existence does have
measurable effects. Quantum mechanics differs from the general theory of
relativity by asserting that particles do not have well-defined positions and
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velocities but are represented by a wave. It then gives laws for the evolu
tion of a wave with time. Thus, if one knows the wave at one time, it can
be calculated at any other time. The unpredictable random element comes
in only when one tries to interpret a wave in terms of the particles' positions
and velocities.
Astronomical observations show that the space of outer space and neb
ulae contains rarefied matter consisting of about 99 percent gas and I per
cent dust or, in other words, smoke. God said that the heavens and the earth
were created first in the form of smoke and that, later on, He separated
them. Astronomers have been puzzled over the origin of the planets. The
solar system was once thought to be a rare or even unique creation. How
ever, it is now thought that planetary systems around stars are common.
Planets have been formed from the huge cloud that produced the central
star: the sun. The original clouds would have consisted mainly of hydrogen,
the most abundant element in the universe. Stars, like the sun, act as large
furnaces that produce helium from hydrogen protons. The energy produced
within these stars is so great that it may playa role in the formation of the
atoms found in other elements from the original hydrogen atoms. Space is
but a sea of virtual particles and anti-particles containing an abundance of
hydrogen, the "element maker," from which the elements of water could be
produced. This may explain God's statement that His throne, as well as His
strength and authority, was "upon the water."
As God said, the earth was part of the heavens, and He separated them.
This would not seem to contradict the current theory of Earth's origin. God
said that the heavens and the earth possess diameters, an assertion con
firmed by modem science, which suggests that they are either oval or ball
shaped. However, as the Arabic word for diameter (aqtiir) could also mean
"regions," one has to take this explanation with great reservation until new
scientific evidence is produced.
He fashioned the heavens into concentric layers and placed one above
the other. The lowest, to which the earth is exposed, was designed to sup
port life on this planet. It provides markers for navigation, a source of light
during the day and night, as well as sufficient heat and energy for all crea
tures. It also provides the basis for mathematics and calendars. Without the
lower heavens and its facilities, life could never have appeared on this
planet.
He created Earth and fashioned it into layers in a manner similar to that
of the heavens. As our planet's interior is full of intensely hot molten rock
and metals, He covered it with plates (the lithosphere). However, He left
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them separate from each other and caused them to resemble the bones of a
human skull. These plates float on the planet's surface and are in continu
ous motion. The science dealing with the study of these plates is known as
plate tectonics. The motions at the edges of these plates may take one of
three forms. At the sites where the earth is expanding, namely, on the bot
tom of the ocean floor along a distance of approximately 80,000 kms.,
molten rock erupts from inside it and expands the affected area from 1 to 7
ems, per year. This geological phenomenon is known as "oceanic ridges."
The second option, that of the edges being destroyed by sliding under the
edge of the opposite plate, is called the subduction zone. If this process
were to happen continually to a plate bearing a continent, all life on the
planet would have disappeared eventually. However, God did not allow
this to happen, for He placed mountain ranges on the opposite edge of the
subduction zone. These ranges act as wedges to assure that one plate will
not slide under the other and be destroyed. The third option is where the
plate is neither extended nor destroyed.
As explained earlier, these plates carry the continents and oceans.
God uses the word rawasi (lithosphere) in the Qur'an to refer to these
plates, for they are immense, were placed on the planet's surface, and
were created "lest the earth would cave from under us." This is an accu
rate description of the lithosphere. God mentioned that He created the
mountains as pegs in order to describe their function at the subduction
zone. He mentioned both mountains and rawiisi in one sentence to show
that they are not synonymous (the first is used as a noun, and the second
as a verb in the past tense). It is also stated in the Qur'an that mountains
were "berthed," that God is always extending the planet Earth (perhaps
referring to such areas as oceanic ridges), and that He is reducing the
earth from its extremities (probably at the subduction zones). The
sequence of plate tectonics was not given, but it seems that the "berthing"
of the mountains was the final stage.
He also related the sequence of how He is going to demolish Earth in
the reverse order of its creation: He will remove the mountains, which will
cause them to run away before they ultimately explode and vanish and, as
a result, allow the lithosphere to move freely. The lithosphere's edges will
protrude, the heat will escape from the planet's core, and the oceans will
boil. Modem science has recorded runaway mountains near Frank, Canada
(1903) and Mount St Helen's, Washington State, USA (1980.) The moun
tains ran 10-100 times their height and travelled at speeds of up to 70-120
mph. The existence of runaway mountains and landslides has been proven
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in Hawaii, and the phenomenon that causes them is believed to occur
somewhere in the world once every decade. Scientists in Hawaii are
observing, with concern and anxiety, the Great Crack that divides the main
island, for the internal pressure of its magma threatens to separate the
southern part of the island along this fissure. If this occurs, according to
one scientist, it could cause a cascade of earthquakes and tidal waves that
would have an unknown effect on human civilization.
God asked us to reflect on how He erected the mountains through a
process of uplifting. In fault block mountains, a block of land is forced
upward between faults. Upwarped mountains result from compression
leading that leads, in turn, to uplifting part of the planet's crust. Fold
mountains result from horizontal pressure that buckles rock layers into
folds and then uplifts them to form mountains.
Unlike the surface of other planets, God fashioned Earth's surface by a
grinding action known as dahiihd, which involves the use of natural phe
nomena, to make life on earth possible. He provided all types of plants and
created rivers for fresh water to ensure life. He protected the fresh water
rivers from salty water oceans via the river estuary system. God has
described the water cycle on Earth: the transportation of heavy-laden
clouds by various types of wind, the precipitation of the resulting water
landing on the soil, and the infiltration of the same water into the earth,
where it lodges as groundwater and comes out as springs. These could form
an oasis or be the source of a river. Rivers flow into the sea, but the latter's
salt water does not back flow into the rivers.
He created over one million different types of animals, each of
which is a nation sharing the same language. Their lives and that of man
are inseparable, and in many ways man depends upon them and imitates
their techniques. Some hear with their feet and receive incoming mes
sages in a brain located in their waist. Others have scanning picture
tubes in their eyes that are similar to television cameras, while still oth
ers produce light that is more efficient than man-made lightbulbs.
Others can fly at 200 mph. Man invented submarines to live underwa
ter like fish and airplanes to fly like birds. It is a well-known fact that
the designer of the Spitfire, which helped to win the Battle of Britain,
took his design ideas from his observations of seagulls. He was the first
to design an airplane body almost in one piece. Although many animals
are used as food, God ordered man to sacrifice them according to a spe
cial holy ritual. Animals will be resurrected on the Day of Judgment and
perhaps will have the chance to lodge complaints against those who ill
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treated them. God prohibited the use of certain meats and other parts of
animals to safeguard people from serious diseases.
God created angels as obedient subjects that carry out His commands
throughout the universe. Some of their duties deal with human affairs in
this life and in the life to come. Interest in angels has recently become more
prominent. In an American national poll, 69 percent of Americans believe
in angels and 32 percent of these claimed to have had a personal encounter
with them. The Devil and the jinn are made of fire. The Devil and some of
the jinn carry the torch of evil in the world. As the Devil disobeyed God
when He commanded the angels and jinn to kneel to man, he was thrown
out of heaven. For this reason, man and his descendants became the Devil's
first enemy. Supernatural powers were given to the prophets to establish
their authority and as a sign of their genuine message from God. However,
there are other merciful, knowledgeable servants of God that carry out His
commands.
God created man, one of the wonders of His creation, from mud and
then blew from His spirit into this mud. This is the energy that gave life to
Adam and to all of his descendants. It seems that every bit of that energy
was labeled and recognized for every man and woman. God called it before
all humans came into existence to witness that He is the Creator and then
sent it all back to flow through Adam's descendants.
The Qur'an describes human embryology as it is understood by mod
em science. It starts with a drop of semen of "mixed fluids" from the tes
ticle, epidedymus, and prostate. This is placed in a "deep secure place"
(the peritoneal cavity) and continues to develop until it reaches the state of
'alaqah, which corresponds to the blastocyst. This is implanted at the end
of the first week of pregnancy and is completed by the second week. God
has explained that He creates the bones first, corresponding to the notor
cord that develops early in the third week and is the origin of the vertebral
column around which the axial skeleton forms. At first, the embryo will
simply increase in size and be in the form of a "chewed-up flesh." It takes
on form during the stage of morphogenesis. The human embryo develops
inside "three darknesses," which correspond to the three fetal membranes
(the amnion, the chorion, and the decidua).
While man is in the womb, God "images" him in the shape of His
choice and makes the right half a mirror image of the left half. Magnetic
Resonance Imaging may explain how this takes place. From the very
beginning God makes everybody different through the structure of DNA.
Everybody is given a specific genetic code with an identical genetic map
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in every cell. This fact is used in DNA fingerprinting, a technique that is
used in forensic medicine and parity disputes.
The importance .of diagnosing pregnancy for parity and inheritance
purposes also received attention from God. Hence, He allows remarriage
for a divorcee only after 12 weeks and for a widow only after 17 to 18
weeks, advises breastfeeding in order to avoid gastroenteritis and other
diseases in children, and advises man to use pure rain water for personal
hygiene and drinking,
The gifts of sight and hearing are easily appreciated when one sees
people who are born without these or other senses. He gave man a heart
that initiates all electric impulses that cascade the electricity coursing
through the human body. The human brain, which is more complex than a
computer, differentiates human beings from animals. The power of God in
creation is also illustrated by the facts that every individual has a unique
set of fingerprints and that he will be resurrected with these same finger
prints. This would not be surprising, as He labeled the atoms, as well as all
their particles, and keeps all of this information in a register.
The limitations of human beings are exposed in his fears and other
aspects of his psychology. His spirit is allowed to roam during his sleep and
wanders in the future or the past. Dreams are seen in code and can be under
stood only by those who have the necessary knowledge. Healthy sexual
intercourse is seriously emphasized, although the relationship between a
man and a woman is based on love, mercy, and comfort in order to ensure
a happy and healthy family life.
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